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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 178, S.D. 1 (Appendix
A), adopted by the
Legislature during the 1989 Regular Session, requests the Legislative Reference Bureau to
study the issues causing uncertainty over the Environmental Council's authority to issue
declaratory rulings on its own motion or upon request. The Bureau is requested to submit a
report containing possible recommendations to mitigate this uncertainty to the law to the 1990
Legislature.
S.C.R. No. 178 notes that Hawaii's environmental impact statement law 1 was
established to create an environmental review process which was designed to integrate the
analysis of environmental impacts with the planning process of the State and the counties.
The concurrent resolution also notes that the Environmental Council 2 was created to
coordinate this process and to adopt, amend, and repeal rules to determine and maintain the
quality of Hawaii's environment. Composed of not more than fifteen members appointed by
the Governor (including the Director of Environmental Quality Control serving in an ex officio
capacity), the Environmental Council was established to administer Hawaii's environmental
impact statement (EIS) law.
While the powers of the Council are indeed broad and far-reaching, concern soon
arose over the level of oversight often exercised by the Council in matters generally
understood to fall under the functional responsibilities of state and county agencies engaged
in evaluating the environmental impacts of government-initiated or other regulated actions. Of
particular concern was the Council's periodic use of its power--as an administrative age ncy 3_to issue declaratory rulings in judgment of decisions made by lead agencies engaged in the
process of environmental impact analysis. The concurrent resolution notes that section
11-201-25, Hawaii Administrative Rules--which was adopted by the Council--delineates rules
for the issuance of such rulings to "terminate controversies or remove uncertainty" under the
environmental impact statement law.
While the Council was seldom called upon to render such judgments, declaratory
rulings were, on occasion, issued by the Council to clarify various ambiguities in the law or to
settle disputes over issues ranging in significance from relatively minor to highly controversial.
Over the years, however, it increasingly became an accepted practice for aggrieved parties
and individuals to petition the Council to exercise its "power" to contest or question, on their
behalf, the propriety of a state or county agency's decision to issue a negative declaration--a
negative declaration being an agency's determination based on an environmental assessment
that the subject action will not have a significant effect on the environment and, therefore, will
not require the preparation of an environmental impact statement. 4
While the Council's
practice of ruling on agency-issued negative declarations became the most visible and
certainly the most controversial matter subjected to reexamination by the Council, other
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applications of the Council's power to rule were also brought into question. S Judgments
rendered by the Council in such cases have often resulted in reversals of agency decisions. 6
Whereas the Council found this device to be an efficient and inexpensive alternative to
bringing action in court, other parties involved in the process, including applicants and
governmental agencies, considered this authority to be unwarranted and generally intrusive
upon an agency's affairs.
Controversy over the Council's actions led to questions as to the actual propriety of
the Council's use of this power overrule the decisions of agencies during the EIS process.
While certain parties contend that the power overrule is a prerogative of the Council's position
as the protector of environmental quality, explicit language granting the Council this power
under the environmental impact statement law is conspicuously absent. In addition, as the
concurrent resolution notes, S.B. No. 2860, S.D. 1, H.D. 1, C.D. 1, one of several measures
passed by the Legislature to clarify the Council's authority in this matter, was, like its earlier
counterparts, vetoed by t~e governor in 1988.
The controversy over the Council's authority to exercise such oversight rose to a level
such that the opinion of the state Attorney General was solicited. Senate Standing Committee
Report No. 1637 (Appendix A) notes that:

The Environmental Commission (sic) was recently advised by a
deputy attorney general that it could no longer issue declaratory
rulings. This conflicts with the Commission's (sic) past practice
of issuing such rulings and poses a serious administrative
deficiency in the present environmental process.
While the restrictions in the Attorney General's advice? are not as broad as the
committee report implies,8 certain restraints on the use declaratory orders by the Council
were recommended.
Disagreements over the status of the Council's power to issue
declaratory rulings have led to a particularly contentious situation between the Environmental
Council and the Office of the State Attorney General. Frustration on behalf of the proponents
of the Council's authority has resulted in questions as to the effectiveness of an
environmental board that lacks the power to enforce the EIS law. Central to the intensity of
this controversy is the belief that this lack of authority is, as the committee report claims, "a
serious administrative deficiency".
The purpose of this report is to discuss the issues contributing to the "uncertainty" of
the Environmental Council's authority to issue declaratory rulings under the environmental
impact statement law. Chapter 2 presents a brief history of the State's environmental impact
statement law and reviews the functions of the principal environmental agencies involved in
the process. Chapter 3 focuses on the issue of declaratory rulings and reviews, the views of
the parties, and the history of the effort by the Council to acquire the authority to exercise this
power. Chapter 4 reviews the environmental impact statement programs of several other
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jurisdictions with an emplilasis; on the mles, f!Iel'formed' by the agencies irr charge of
adminfsterring these programs,. Chapter 5 discusses several of th-e alternatives available fOli
consideratriion, and Chapter 6; summarizes and comcludes the report.
EN oNOT:IES
11.

HawaiURev,. Stat., eh. 343.

2'.

HawaiFR~. Stat., sec. 341-3:

3"

Hawaii R'ev. Stat." s.ec. 91-8... allbws' any persunJo petitiGn an a~,ermy: for a deelar.atoliYjorder as; to'the'
applicability of anYfstatutory pmvision or of anY'r'uleor, order oltha'agency.

4.

Hawaii' R'av. Stat, see. 343-2:

fu

For example, petitionS3requestlh'!lthe Courreilto,wle;om (1~)tlTe;ati1ru:luacy otam as!: (~}jwtJetherrand1wheni an
envir<mmental ass,essment and notice' ot Gl.iH'mmiiTatlGn, Illa¥.t. OF may! rm:b be r:ruwired'.: aJiTfiIj (~) w.heth,et a
supplemental as; was necessary:

7..

MelNli1narrdJ..ulT fJmJJlTl 5'.illlia Fal:lSti Q:ep:uty' AttQlioey Genreral(. tiil GeQJi!!lJi2JJ.. ~r.asn~:.. CliTairmall. ~iirotmmentak
G::ournml; lTebruany t~, 1988, amt1 Memol1afil1llilu1m trOr.l71l liesIie Chow, l2eputy AttwllIt!W Gener,a1I,. t<m 6eorge JL
Krasni©{, Orairmarr,.lBiIvironrnrentaH crouncil(, lIDacember. 5\. 1988.

ffi.

III Fasiiv;.,lHawaiiil'''uWic Emp1b¥J1I1Ie!l1t RelattiiilliTs Board,. 6.1] Haw. M3l ((11979), the Hawtaii Supreme Court ruled
that am ~ncy maw issue a dedarratory ruliiiTg on qUest!itDllS whiclm W(!);IWId be relevant to some action which toat
agent;;Wl1l1Iight tak-eo iilli the exer,©ire vf its p.ow.as.
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Chapter 2

THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
PROCESS IN HAWAll
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a brief review of Hawaii's environmental
impact statement (EIS) system.
Special emphasis will be placed on analyzing the
organizational structure of the agencies established to administer the EIS process. A
schematic diagram of the EIS process is included as Appendix B.

Hawaii's Environmental Impact Statement Law
Recognizing that the quality of Hawaii's environment is "important to the welfare of the
people" and that maintaining this quality "deserves the most intensive care", the Legislature
passed S.B. No. 1132 which was approved by the Governor as Act 132, Session Laws of
Hawaii 1970. The purpose of the Act was to "stimulate, expand, and coordinate efforts" to
protect the environment. Act 132 established chapter 341, Hawaii Revised Statutes, which in
turn established the Office of Environmental Quality Control (OEQC), the Ecology or
Environmental Center, and the Environmental Council.
The OEQC was established to serve the Governor in an "advisory capacity on all
matters relating to environmental quality control".1
The Ecology or Environmental Center
was created to "stimulate, expand, and coordinate education, research, and service efforts of
the University of Hawaii related to ecological relationships, natural resources, and
environmental quality".2
Under the law,3 the Environmental Council was established to:
(1)

Serve as a liaiso~ between the director [of the OEQC] and the general public by
soliciting information, opinions, complaints, recommendations, and advice concerning
ecology and environmental quality through public hearings or any other means and by
publicizing such matters as requested by the director; and

(2)

Make recommendations concerning ecology and environmental quality to the director.
(Bracketed material added.)

Under the law, the Environmental Council consisted of fifteen members. 4 With the
exception of the Director of the OEQC, who served as the Council chairperson, the members
were appointed by the Governor for terms of not more than four years. To assure a broad and
balanced representation of interests and vocations, the law further required that the Council
be composed of members skilled in a wide variety of disciplines. 5
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In 1974, H.B. No. 2067 was passed by the Legislature and approved by the Governor
as Act 246, Session Laws of Hawaii 1974. Act 246 was codified as chapter 343, Hawaii
Revised Statutes, which in turn established the state Environmental Quality Commission
(EQC) and Hawaii's environmental impact statement process. According to the law, the EQC
was established to "make, amend, or repeal rules and regulations" and to administer the
chapter. 6 Under the law, the EQC consisted of ten members appointed by the Governor;
and, as an ex officio voting member, the Director of the OEQC. The law required the
Governor to appoint the Chairperson of the EQC.
As noted earlier, the law also established the state EIS process. The law required
s~ate and county agencies proposing to implement certain actions to determine at the earliest
practicable time, whether an EIS would be necessary. The law provided, however, that an
EIS "shall be required only if the agency finds that the proposed action may have a
significant effect on the environment".7
The law required agencies to file a "notice of
determination" with the EQC containing the agency's decision as to whether or not an, EIS
was needed to study the possible impacts of the action. 8 The law established a sixty day
time period for the initiation of judicial proceedings to appeal any agency determination that
an EIS was or was not required. 9
Following public comment on an EIS, the EQC, when requested by an agency, could
make a recommendation as to the acceptability of the final EIS.10 The final authority as to
the acceptability of the EIS rested with either the Governor or the Mayor of the county
proposing the action.
Similar requirements were established for applicant actions subject to agency
approval. In cases where an applicant's EIS was not accepted by an agency, however, the
law permitted the applicant to appeal this ruling to the EQC. The law required the agency to
abide by the EQC's decision. 11
The functions of the EQC were outlined as follows:
(1)

Inform the public of notices filed by agencies of determinations that statements
are required or not required; and

(2)

Inform the public of the availability of statements for review and comments; and

(3)

Inform the public of the acceptance or non-acceptance of statements.

In response to growing concern and criticism over the complexity of environmental
impact statement process, discussions regarding possible improvements to the process
began between the Environmental Council and the EQC in the early 1980s. 12
Several
measures to reorganize EIS system began appearing before the Legislature during this
period.
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1n A'lJgustt 1982, the Council held an open meeting on the matter of reorganization to
solicit .comments and suggestions from the public. As a result of these discussions, the
environmental agencies of the State unanimously agreed that there was a critical need to
consolidate and streamline the functions of the agencies involved in the process. 13 Public
testimony on the matter revealed that there existed much confusion over the functions and
duties of the three agencies in the EIS process. Additionally, the State Interagency Task
Force on Permit Simplification found that, to prevent duplication and confusion, and to lessen
the paperwork, there was a need to distinguish between the roles of OEOC, the EOC, and the
Environmental Council in the EIS process. 14
As a result of these meetings, an agreement was established to propose legislation
that would abolish the EOC, and transfer its duties to the OEOC and the Council. Under the
law, the EOC was responsible for routine administrative functions, rulemaking, and limited
decision-making duties. Under the new proposal the routine administrative functions would
be transferred to the OEOC, and the rulemaking functions would be transferred to the
Council. With this transfer of authority, the the role of the Council would be converted from
being strictly advisory to one with actual rulemaking and limited decision-making duties over
agency-rejected, applicant-prepared final EISs.
Act 140, Session Laws of Hawaii 1983, abolished the EOC and reassigned its
responsibilities to the OEOC and the Council. The Act terminated the terms of the members
of the EOC and the Council and required that the new membership of the Council include a
minimum of ten former members of the EOC and the Council. The Act required the rules of
the EOC to remain in effect until superseded by rules adopted by the new Council.
Although the Legislature charged the Council with the responsibility to adopt rules by
which the EIS process might be implemented, other agencies were vested, with the exception
of applicant-appeals of agency-rejected final EISs, with the power to implement these rules.
Section 343-5, Hawaii Revised Statutes, does not empower the Council to implement these
rules except in specific factual situations. 15 Nowhere in the law is the Council directed to
enforce or make judgments on the EIS law or rules.
Amendments to Hawaii's EIS law have continued on a piecemeal basis over the years.
While most amendments to the law carry some degree of significance to the EIS process,
these changes may not have particular relevance to this study. The following chapter will
focus specifically of the issue of the Environmental Council's authority to issue declaratory
orders.
ENDNOTES
1.

Hawaii Rev. Stat., sec. 341-3(a).

2.

Hawaii Rev. Stat., sec. 341-3(b).
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3.

Hawaii Rev. Stat., sec. 341Hi..

4.

Hawai'iiRev. Statt., sec. 341;-3{c).

5,.

HawaW Rev. Stat!., sec.

6..

Hawaii Rev. Stat..,.sec. 343-3 (repealed).

7.

Hawaii Rev.

srar., sec.

343-4(b).

8.

Hawaii Rev.

srat:~

343~4(b).

9.

Hawaii Rev. Stat., sec. 343;.e(bt

to.

Hawaii Rev. Stat:,sec.

H.

Haw.aiiRev. Stat. ,. sec. 343i-4(c)l.

1"2":

Dnal< C C0)f,. EilvirGnme:otah Center, Testimony submitteGi t<it tfre; IHQuse Committees; on Ener!:l~', 18!:.m1tD.g;¥', anc;jj
Environmental. Ji>f1ti)fectiarm af'ldi Water, lLamd.lJse~ IIle<elbpment\. ana Hawaiian; A·f:fains; rre.~r:diirr!ID 1H0tJse, B'illlND:.
1~. lit'a.waiij Stat.e, Le.gj5.latnra, f7lIeg.llllafi Sessiiillln 01' 11913:3L

13:

Jacqueline, Parnell l" <Dffi€:e €If IEIiI).\\jirommen~l: QliJalit:y C,omQlI,.lfestimony SIlJiiltmtiiUtre£f to the Sel'1atte Cnmmittee: am:
Ec.o.lQ9M, EmMit0mment, anm· ~tion n~(;d1irrg; Senate, Bill No. 1::£1'9,. lHialwQ:i State 1Leg,~.5J!a1ttllfe, Regular
Ses,s:io A' Cllff 119$31.

t4i..

Ibid..

11£..

MeI!ll1l!Inandum morn Leslie CIOOIt'l, Deputly ~11tOlmey General. to George J. Krasnick, Ch'ainnan, Environmental
COtIIllJ!:iI, Decelitlber 5, 19a8.

sec.

341-3(~)'.

343~4(b):\
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Chapter 3

DECLARATORY RULINGS
Despite the "uncertainty" surrounding their authority to rule on appeals of agency
decisions, declaratory rulings became a common practice of the Environmental Quality
Commission (EQC) and the Environmental Council (Council). The notion that clear authority,
if not specifically provided for under the environmental impact statement (EIS) law, was at
least provided for in general under the state Administrative Procedure Act, continues to be a
belief held by some supporters of the Council's authority. While certain events such as a
Hawaii Supreme Court ruling in 1979 and several advisories from the Office of the Attorney
General have clarified the scope of declaratory rulings for the Council and all agencies in
general, the controversy has not subsided.
The purpose of this chapter is provide a brief history of the Council's effort to acquire
the power to issue declaratory rulings on agency determinations in the EIS process. Also
provided in this chapter is a compilation of the declaratory rulings issued by the EQC and the
Council over the years.

Declaratory Rulings: The Perspective of the Environmental Council
From the perspective of the Council, the Environmental Center, the Office of
Environmental Quality Control (OEQC), and presumably, most environmentally-active groups
and individuals, the reasons in favor of permitting the Council to rule on agency
determinations include:
(1)

The view that as the entity assigned to administer and adopt the rules for the
EIS law, the Council should have broad powers of enforcement and oversight
over the entire process;

(2)

The fact that most environmental organizations are nonprofit groups that have
limited resources to expend on court challenges;

(3)

The view that Hawaii's courts generally classify cases involving the EIS law as
"low priority", and that settling these cases out-of-court will relieve the courts of
the burden to hear them; and

(4)

The fact that challenging t~e agency's decision in court is the only fOrmal
alternative identified under the law to question or comment on an agency's
decision to require or not require an EIS.
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As noted earlier, although declaratory rulings were used to examine a wide range of
agency decisions, the most controversial application of this power by the Council, was its use
to overrule agency-issued negative declarations.
The start of the process begins when an agency, in accordance with the EIS law,1
makes a determination that the proposed action, on the basis of the agency's assessment,
will or will not have a "significant effect"2 on the quality of the environment. On its judgment
that the action will have no significant effect, an agency is required to announce its finding
through the issuance of a negative declaration.3 Appendix C compares the number of EISs
prepared to the number of negative declarations issued during a four-year period.
In the past, parties aggrieved by an agency's decision were allowed to submit their
grievances to the Council for consideration.
While agencies and project developers, on
occasion, have alleged that these efforts are frequently attempts to interfere with the progress
of a proposed project, concerned groups and individuals contend that, without a full revie\('! of
the possible impacts of the actions intended under certain projects, the project's potential of
inflicting costly or perhaps irreparable damage on the environment will remain uncertain.
Environmental groups generally take the view that an EIS is a disclosure document that is
intended to educate the public and the government of the possible effects of a proposed
action.
Their intention in requesting the preparation of an EIS is not to stop the project;
rather, their objective is to expose the alternatives available to develop the project in an
environmentally-sound manner.
Appendix D summarizes the actions brought before the Council over the years. Note
that the Council's acceptance of petitions to rule was discontinued in 1988, following its
receipt of the advisory opinion from the Attorney General.
Although petitions to rule on agency determinations are no longer being processed by
the Council, environmental groups have not relented in their conviction that the public should
be permitted to contribute to the formulation of an agency's decision to require or not require
an EIS. Without the assistance of the Council to contest agency determinations, however,
concerned individuals have resorted to voicing their views in other ways. Appendices E and F
contain brief accounts of two recent efforfs by concerned parties--including a member of the
state House of Representatives--to persuade agencies to prepare EISs to study the impacts of
their proposed projects. The cases involve: (1) a negative declaration filed by the City and
County of Honolulu Department of Public Works for the proposed "Pan Pacific Plaza"; and (2)
'a series of twenty-eight negative declarations issued by the state Department of
Transportation for the expansion of the Kahului Airport. Included in Appendix F is House
Concurrent Resolution No. 137, which was introduced during the 1989 Regular Session, to
address the Kahului Airport issue. While it failed to pass the Legislature,4 the Concurrent
Resolution discusses some of the concerns held by environmental groups and individuals
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affected by the decisions of state and local agencies to issue negative declarations. The
'standing committee reportS also discusses the issue of declaratory rulings by the Council.
Although the arguments in support of allowing the Council to rule on agency decisions
are reasonable and completely straight-forward, serious problems have invariably foiled every
attempt to empower the Council to exercise this deceptively simple authority. The following
section will discuss the effort of the Council to acquire the authority to legitimately rule on
agency decisions specifically with regard to the need, or lack thereof, to prepare an EIS.

Declaratory Rulings and the Environmental Council
By virtue of its status as an agency of the State, the Council, like its predecessor, the
EQC, is granted certain administrative powers under the state Administrative Procedure Act,
chapter 91, Hawaii Revised Statutes. Section 91-8, details the powers and duties of agencies
with regard to the use of declaratory rulings, as follows:
§91-B
Declaratory rulings by agencies.
Any interested
person may petition an agency for a declaratory order as to the
applicability of any statutory provision or, of any rule or order
of the agency. Each agency shall adopt rules prescribing the form
of the petitions and the procedure for their submission,
consideration, and prompt disposition. Orders disposing of
petitions in such cases shall have the same status as other
agencies.

As the agency assigned to administer the' EIS process, the EQC developed and
adopted rules to regulate the system. The EOC's "Rules of Practice and Procedure" outlines
the standards, requirements, and operating procedures of the EIS system. 6 Section 1:22,
subpart 0 of the rules details the requirements for the issuance of declaratory rulings by the
EQC. While rule 1:22 literally restates the language of section 91-8, Hawaii Revised Statutes,
the EOC also included a specific provision to allow rulings on matters concerning "section
4(d) and other applicable provisions of chapter 343, Hawaii Revised Statutes." Section
343-4(d), Hawaii Revised Statutes, which was repealed in 1983, concerned -the EQC's
responsibility to designate a lead agency in situations where an applicant requested the
approval of two or more agencies simultaneously. Inasmuch as the phrase "other applicable
provisions of Chapter 343" modifies "section 4(d)," the proviso seems to limit itself in scope to
issues relating to the EOC's responsibility to designate the lead agency in situations where
this problem arises.
While no provision of the EIS law or rules, with the exception of subsection 343-4(c),
Hawaii Revised Statutes,? discussed the use of declaratory orders by the EOC to render
judgments on the propriety of agency decisions, the use of this power to rule on such matters
began quite early in the history of the EQC. It is important to point out, however, that
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submitting petitions to the EQC forr rulings to reverse} ag,ency determinations has by no means
been a tacHe exercised exclusiiv'/eliy b,y environmental, gliQUPS se:s'ki'ng to overturn negative.
dedarations. l'ndeed, among the first administrative rul:ings issued' by the EQC shortly after it
was established in 1974, was one initiated' by an: app'l'icant aggrieved by an agency's; order to
prepare an EIS, for the: pr-oposecf action. The. EQG ruled that agency had erred in its
determination that an lEIS was nec.essary and a'Cl'vised the: agency to reversS) its order to the
appti can t .
With t'flB abolition. of EOC, the Environmental CcunciiJ assumed t'he lead role· in
administering; the EIS process. In accordance with the r'eorg;anization, the, Council adopted
new: wles to administer "the 86 system under its al:Jspic:es:.
Ghapter 1.1-200, HawaJi:
Administrative; Rules,. w:as adopted by t.he Council and b:ecarne ef~ective on Oecemb:er: 6;"
1-985. 8 The historical mDte, to tms· chapter states that the mew rules were· b'asad substantially
on the rules ot the EQG,,9J RuJes relating, to declaJraw.ory liuliing,s by the. Co:uncil app.ear under
SeCID<Dl1S 11.-201i-Z1 tID) f1-201-25. 10 S:wbcdilap;teli 71 <OfI' cnaElt.etr H-2:Cl11' rrelating) to; d:ac:laratory
rulings. app.e,ars; iJil its, emtir:ety as Appe:r:H::iii;x Goo Ewid'ernt uoo'e!r trlile· mew! rul'e:s:,. howeve.Ii,. is, the
c:lhalT@'9: made to' the w(1rt!timg; of ttle SC0I1& Q,f, titre issues under: cJnaptte:r 343.. /i-la\l'Xt81iiii Re,vised
Statutes, sub~.m( tcr; det.errmrinations; Itt,Yf the Q:lliJ;oo:lI.. Quj.te appropl!"tatel:w, becalU5e of'tihe repeal;
a.f sufis:ectiiDn ({dO) 0f sad.imml 343"4 iim 119.83" referem:C9! to this s:ubsec,tiiorm was not iilITeJilu:de.d in th,€'!
new' ru~es.. r:nsttead:" the; s:CXDpe' olf the ~'I!Jlrrtdli'S ilI!JJtlhiority was redrafted to anbw the Council to
aliSO' rmra!~e) "det:6'r.rninatimrs under ch:ap1i:er 343. Hawaii Revised Statutes.'" While the new
l'al!T~J1CJal!!le' seemns too broaden: the scope of the questions subject to declaratory ruling by the
COlU'IlltiJ!" 1i:ltle p:!!«Jvisiol1Tl appears to remain consistent with section 91-8" Hawaii Revised
Starutes,. ~n tl'1'a,t it limi!1ls the SCQjOe of the Council's actions to questions applicable to, the
stattJIttory pnoNiisions of clhapter 3'43. In this regard, it appears that the Council's rule, like the
EOC"s rule. does not apply to determinations made by other agencies.
The first offiicial action by the Council to clarify its autho,rity under the law to rule on
appeals of agency determinations with regard to the need to, prepare an EIS was initiated in
1984. House Bill No. 2075-8411 was introduced on behalf of the Council to authorize any
person or agency to appeal an agency's determination that a statement was or was not
required to the Council. The bill amended section 343-5, Hawaii Revised Statutes, including
the following provision under subsections (b) and (c):

Any person or agency other than the agency which prepared the
assessment may appeal a determination that a statement is or is
not required to the environmental council pursuant to rules
established under section 343-6. The person or agency appealing
the determination and the agency which prepared the assessment
shall abide by the council's decision subject to judicial appeal
under section 342-7.
Any administrative proceeding, the subject
of which is the determination that a statement is or is not
required for a proposed action, shall be initiated within thirty
days after the public has been informed of such determination
pursuant to section 343-3.
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The bill was viewed by the Council as a "housekeeping measure" that would simply establish
in the law, the authority it assumed it was permitted to exercise all along.
According to testimony submitted by the Environmental Center,12 House Bill No.
2075-84 evolved in response to both agency and public concern with the "occasional
inappropriate issuance of negative declarations" and the "costly and cumbersome judicial
appeal procedure."13 The Environmental Center noted that under law at the time, the public
became aware of a project only after an EIS preparation notice or a negative declaration was
printed in the EC Bulletin. The Center further noted that the bulletin appeared only after the
agency's decision had been made. 14 The only recourse provided under the law was legal
action through the judicial system. The Center supported the proposal to authorize a "neutral
third party" to determine the propriety of the agency's decision to prepare or not prepare an
EIS.15
The Council testified that an administrative appeal mechanism would allow both the
public and the applicant to appeal an agency's decision to the Council. 16 The Council noted
that "it would seem appropriate to provide for an administrative appeal process to the
Environmental Council which is by statute responsible for making and amending rules which
implement Chapter 343, HRS" .17 The Council further noted that "the Council already has
most of the framework in place to assume the responsibility for the additional appeal
process. "18 Testimony in support of the measure was also submitted by the OEOC, and
several environmental groups.
While it appears that the Council's "housekeeping" bill generated little opposition
throughout its legislative review, H.B. No. 2075-84 was vetoed by the Governor on June 12,
1984. 19 Among the reasons offered in the statement for the veto of the bill, was the
Legislature's apparent misunderstanding of the existing agency review procedure. According
to the statement, appeals of agency determinations could be taken by agencies "in
accordance with each agency's administrative appeal procedures. "20 The statement notes
that authorizing the Council to consider such appeals would duplicate the agency's appeal
procedures unnecessarily.21 This situation, the statement notes, would engender "vagueness
and ambiguity" as it is uncertain whether appeals to the Council would be in lieu of or in
addition to the "existing agency appeal procedures. "22
A second attempt by the Council to acquire the power to examine appeals of agency
determinations was initiated during the 1986 Regular Session. Although the previous effort
was vetoed by the Governor only one session earlier; House Bill No. 2729-86, a carbon copy
of the 1984 bill, was introduced on behalf of the Council. During the 1986 session of the
Legislature, however, H.B. No. 2729 was held in its assigned committee. 23
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The third attempt by the Council to acquire the power to rule on appeals of agency
determinations was initiated during the Regular Session of 1987. Like the 1986 measure,
House Bill No. 380 was a carbon copy of the final version of the 1984 bill. The arguments in
favor of the bill, not surprisingly, were identical to those that were presented to the Legislature
in previous sessions. The sentiment of the supporters of the bill in 1987 is conveyed in the
committee report of the Senate Committee on Planning and Environment: 24

Your Committee finds that the Council has on occasion considered
and taken action on agency determinations, but the lack of
specific statutory authorization has raised questions regarding
the extent to which the Council could act.· The only remedy
presently available to persons aggrieved by an EIS determination
is to appeal the decision in court. This imposes an undue burden
on both the party appealing the decision and the court system. It
seems particularly unfair to require citizens to hire legal
counsel in order to go to court for the sole purpose of insuring
that the law is properly administered.
They should be first
afforded the opportunity of an administrative appeal.
While the bill received the full support of its members, the Senate committee amended
the bill by including a proviso which would repeal the measure in five years. The committee
found that a trial period of five years would provide sufficient time for the Legislature to
determine the propriety of its actions. If, after the lapse of this period, the Legislature found
that the action was appropriate, the law would be extended. 25
On June 22, 1987, H.B. No. 380, H.D. 1, S.D. 1, was vetoed by the Governor.26
Inasmuch as the 1987 bill was literally a reiteration of the 1984 measure with a repeal date,
the veto statement that was attached to the 1984 measure by the Governor in that year was
once again used to veto the measure in 1987.
The fourth attempt by the Council to acquire the power to rule on appeals of agency
determinations was initiated during the Regular Session of 1988. While the initial version of
Senate Bill No. 2860 was essentially a carbon copy of its predecessors, the final version
passed by the Legislature adopted a new approach. In lieu of amending sections 343-5(b)
and 343-5(c), Hawaii Revised Statutes; the bill opted for establishing a new section (to
achieve essentially the same result) under chapter 343.
Testimony presented in support of the 1988 measure reiterated the concerns
expressed in support of its predecessors. Testimony in opposition to the effort, however, also
began to appear. Testimony presented by the state Chief Planning Officer noted that the
system in place at the time was "working and has resulted in [the] responsible consideration
of environmental issues. "27
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o.n June .14, 1988., S.B. No. 2860 was vetoed by the Governor.28 In the 1988
statement, however, the Admlnistration dted the ruling rendered by the Hawaii Supreme
Court in Fasi v. Hawaii Public Employment Relations Board. 29 In its 1979 ruling, the Hawaii
Supreme Court noted that under section 91-8, Hawaii Revised Statutes, agencies are
empowered to issue declaratory rulings "as to the applicability of any statutory provision or
any ru1e or order of the agency." The Court ruled that this language gives an administrative
agency power to rule only upon questions "which would be relevant to some action which the
[Hawaii Public Employment Relations] Board might take in the exercise of its powers granted
by {statute].30 The Governor's veto statement noted that in authorizing the Council to issue
declaratory rulings regarding the applicability of any and all statutory provisions of chapter
343, or any and all relevant rules or orders, the bill appeared to be attempting to "authorize
the Council to issue declaratory rulings regarding matters over which the Council is otherwise
powerless to act."31
During 1988, a series of attempts to clarify the "uncertainty" surrounding the Council's
standing to issue declaratory orders was initiated by the Council. A minimum of three
opinions 32 were solicited by the Council from the Office of the Attorney General to advise the
Council on this status. While the advisories essentially reiterated the statements and ruling of
the Hawaii Supreme Court, the opinions generated opposition highly critical of the Attorney
General's view.
The fifth attempt to authorize the' Council to rule -on agency determinations was
initiated during the 1989 Regular Session. In 1989, however, three bills--House Bill No. 1286,
House Bill No. 166, and House Bill No 1685--each approaching the problem from a slightly
different angle, were introduced on behalf of the Council to accomplish its objective.
H.B. No. 166 focused on the Council's authority to issue declaratory orders as to
whether and when an environmental assessment is or is not required under the law. As
expected, the measure received the full support of the Council, the Environmental Center,
and several environmental groups. Testimony in opposition to the measure was submitted on
behalf of the City and County of Honolulu, the Land Use Research Foundation, and Alexander
& Baldwin, Inc.
Testimony presented by the Department of General Planning of the City and County of
Honolulu conveyed the typical concerns of the opponents of the measure:

The Environmental Council is an appointive body, ill suited to the
role of administrator of a governmental program, particularly one
which involves more than one level of government.
The current law sets forth the requirements for preparation of an
environmental assessment--state and county agencies know the law
If there is some ambiguity in Section
and follow the process.
343-5 as to when an assessment is or is not required, then the
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ambiguous language should be improved' r-ather than, propose that the
judgment of' the Environmental Council should be' substituted for
that of the agency. We also believe that the burden placed' upon
c'ittzens serving in non-paying, information-oriented councils
should not be onerous in terms of either the time to be committed
OlF the responsibilities assigned.
Although H.B. No. 16'6, passed through the Hous.e of Repres.entatives,. the' measure: was held
in the Senate.
H.B. No. 1686, however, received more favorable consideration. As:· originallW drafted,
the bill's language approximated closely the language of previous oms designed. to allow tine;
Council to consider appeals of ne.gative de.clarations: submitted to the Council. During its'
review, however, the measure; was trar:rs:fbl1med fram being a bill that w.ould! establish: a
Council app:eal process; to one that would establish arr agency reconsideration rreq;l!Jirement.
In' essence, the bjH allowed cm~ person aggrieved by' a:r:r agency's decision to require or not
require the: preparati0ll af an E1S; to;petitio.f] the agency to; Ile<i:0nsider its €fecisimf,..
J?ra<lii€:tiably, tif:Te testirn~ pres:e.mtted onc:e: a.g,aiim, rreflecte:ci tiliTe posftiotnls assurn:ed
earlier by! tibe parties; imvolvedi iil1ll disctlssioos of the) issl!J9'. The Amemican Lung Associa.tioiil,
tlestified~ that: a:ontrat1W to the Administratiolll's claim in several earrHer veto statements that an
agencwap;fP:e9!1 pro.c:ess alreadY' exists~ tlitere has; neNer been a "uniforrm administrative appeal
procedw[!9) fear agan-c" determurnations regarding tla.e need for an BS.
During 1987,. the
Council! conducted an informal poll o:f various state and county agencies to ascertarn the
existence of formal ' procedures to reconsider thei;r determinations.33 The Council found that
only one agenc,1 had adopted a formal pr.ocedure to deal with appeals of i!S EIS
deterl111li~l:1:ations umder its rlLlll:es. 34
II

On June 16, 1989. H.B. No. 1685 was vetoed by the Governor. 35 Among the primary
concerns expressed in the statement was the fact that the bill was unclear as to whether the
reconsideration allowed would only be on the record of the prior proceedings, or completely
"de novo" (as if the case originated in that proceeding).36 The statement noted that if the
latter were to be the case, the bill would have the effect of doubling the entire process. 37
On May 9, 1989, the Environmental Council issued a notice to the public through the
OEQC News/etter38 regarding the status of its authority to issue declaratory rulings. Citing
the arguments presented by the Office of the Attorney General in its earlier advisory, the
Council announced that:

Strict application of this legal framework has resulted in the
Council's
declining
to
issue
Declaratory
Rulings
where
jurisdiction was at issue, irrespective of the Council's opinion
of the factual contentions of the petition.
The Council would
like to remind potential petitioners that Council intervention in
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environmental disputes
Rulings, including:

may

take forms

other

than

Declaratory

Letters of opinion;
PubliCizing the issue further within government
channels and to the public;
Publicizing the issue through the Annual Report; and
Becoming a party to legal proceedings.
The Council would like to encourage Hawaii1s citizens and
environmental organizations to continue to bring matters of
environmental concern to our attention, and hope that with the
means we have available, the Council can playa role in preserving
and protecting Hawaii's environment.
Despite the events that have occurred over the long history of the Council's effort,
proponents of the Council's power remain committed to acquire the authority to exercise a
higher level of oversight over agency decisions. Although the Administration has long
established its position on the matter, the conflicting view that a "serious administrative
deficiency" continues to exist in the EIS process, serves to perpetuate the appearance of a
state environmental policy in a state of confusion.
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IN' ffilHER JlJlRfSIJIICTIONS

lll.le Nati€lflal Environmental Policy A\ci::lt of 11969 (NEPA)', t established the first formal
process for the lieview andl anal~s;i5 of EID'if,ironmrental impacts' caused by @overnmentaJ
actions:.. While; tittre- law; itsellff is; extremely futrieff.-baml~ five pages long--NEP~ iis' wndcrutbte.dilY
ane of tliTe most!: fa,,::.reachil1T@1 and ca.mtr:over:SJiaE laws:; aver emacted by C0.mgras&. Among; the
rmrost rwtlable eJiF!ects; of the laWI,. was tlITe:, tre:r.rdJ it set' in-! motlio'lm in severa"!: srat:e:s to' e:n6ftcti simrHar
laws. Thus far; foumeen: sttates ancdl _ CID.I1r.I'rTlanw.eaJth off lPtJ.ertb) JRij~0, have adopte.di fo:rnnaf
re.quireli1llents f£lr eny:ii'ol'11111ifelliltal i:liTifpaett ar:raJM"s:iso.,z Elav.erm othw. stattes; liraiv.& linmiredi lEI'S
liellIuiref1111ents~Cilf.ten ii1rttllilimmH pm1l9r;cmml'Si adrnirrni~ tilimo. • ~tiliMe <DJi"llfmr($
lllte; ~QSe; of ttfllis; ~err is; t<ID I1lresemtt an <ll\Y.enwiml <aff se~J; iillllTl!I€lrtarmtt
6lI"1mironmentaJ ji~:t: a~ pragprams Ci::UlJ111e;mttl~ adnmirniStanedl eI~there iirm 1100 U;lljite:d
S:'titeSi.. S-p:e:ciaJ e:mw:f.rasis; wi!!! Ib;e; 1Pi[~ (lln av.aJllllaJliimg eacltn Wl!<llgJlammtsrnnetlttod Cilff addresst~
CiEplpeals 0ff Ie-ad ~I cdeci5iims 00 ttIIle nee:d!" 01"( lack th,e:t1eoif" 1ttDl pr~e an EHS. For tlnte
WJJlrp:0s.e$(llf this~" lEIS (flrog;mrnrrs; tlndmtr niiffl1e;ear other junisdiictioos werre rural:yzed. The
!jDTogramn $1Ji1ilrnanies p,lf1eser.nttedl in this chapter wzere selecte<lli arm trh:e oosis of theiilr rete vance to
t!lhe is:s:ue; b:efmg ~.imed Dim 1I.Ihiis repJOrt: ..

De NalonailBwiroomemal POlicy Act
The Natttronal Environmental Policy Act of 1969 was signed into law on January 1,
1970" thus becoming the first federal law to be enacted in the decade of the 1970s. The
subsllantive adions of NEPA can be divided into three general categories: (1) declaration of
policy; (2) estabHshme;nt of federal agency requirements; and (3) creation of the Council on
Enviironmenltai Quality (CEQ).
The sections of NEPA most pertinent to the subject of this study include the sections
relating to the roles of federal agencies in the preparation of impact statements and the
sections establishing responsibilities of the CEQ.
Section 102(2)C provides that every
recommendation or report on proposals for legislation or other major federal actions
significantly affecting the quality of the human environment shall require a detailed statement
by the designated responsible federal agency with respect to the possible impacts of the
proposed action. Under the CEQ's guidelines, an agency taking an action must prepare an
environmental assessment. If the agency determines that an EIS is necessary, a "Notice of
Intent" must be published by the agency in the Federal Register. 4 If the agency determines
that an EIS would be unnecessary, the agency must issue a "negative declaration".5
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The key phrase that must be interpreted in section 102(2)C with respect to determining
the threshold which, if surpassed, triggers the requirement for an EIS is: "major federal
actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment." Essentially, the
responsible agency must first decide whether or not the proposed action is a "major federal
action," then it must decide if the action "significantly affects" the environment. Needless to
say, the ambiguity of the provision leaves the law open to wide interpretation. Additionally,
the guidelines issued by the CEQ to assist agencies in the implementation of the law have not
been particularly helpful in this regard. 6 Thus, for the most part, federal agencies preparing
impact assessments are left to rely on the opinions of technical staff in formulating their
judgments on to whether or not the impacts of any particular action warrants the preparation
of an EIS.
Conspicuously absent in the law is any mention of any administrative agency assigned
to enforce, or provide oversight over, the NEPA requirements. Essentially, the burden of the
enforcement of NEPA ultimately falls upon an alert citizenry--an important principle that has
had an influence on the philosophical bases of most state EIS laws. Parties aggrieved by an
agency's decision may appeal this decision to the courts--no agency, including the CEQ
carries the authority to intervene administratively in any judgment made by a lead agency.?
Ordinarily, any person or organization aggrieved by an agency's decision will sue the agency
in question by contending that the agency did not take a "hard look" at the proposed action. 8
Generally, a reviewing court will reverse a lead agency's decision only if it finds the agency's
action to be "arbitrary and capricious, and to have abused discretion, or is otherwise not in
accord with the law."9

The California Environmental Quality Act
There is no state agency in California that has substantive review authority over
another state or local agency's determination of what the appropriate environmental
document should be to evaluate the impacts of any particular action. 10 Compliance with the
proVisions of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), section 21000, et seq.,
California Public Resources Code, rests solely with the agency that is called upon to approve a
project or is in the process of u ndertaki ng a project on its own behalf.11
Under the CEQA, the Secretary for Resources is assigned to adopt regulations and is
generally in charge of administering the CEQA. The Office of Permit Assistance under the
Office of Planning and Research answers questions and provides assistance to all agencies,
the counties, the public, industry, or any other entity that must comply with the requirements
of the CEQA. The program responSible for implementing the CEQA keeps track of all projects
and maintains a file of all actions and reports. 12
Under California law, any person (including environmental groups, other agencies, and
the Attorney General) aggrieved by an agency's decision or seeking to argue non-compliance
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with the CEQA must sue the agency that made the decision. 13 California rules state that if a
responsible agency or person believes that an agency determination (such as a negative
declaration) is inappropriate, a challenge must be filed in court within 30 days following the
lead agency's submittal of a "notice of determination."
In California, challenges to agency decisions are most often initiated in court by
environmental groups. Inter-agency disagreements are settled through negotiation between
the agencies--never through legal action in the courts or "declaratory orders."14 According to
the California Environmental Affairs Agency, the California courts have been extremely
receptive to matters involving the CEQA, and public environmental groups have been highly
successful in their efforts to reverse agency decisions. The mere threat of a law suit is often
sufficient incentive for agencies to begin preparing an EIS.15

The Minnesota Environmental Policy Act
The Minnesota Environmental Policy Act (MEPA), chapter 1160, et seq., Minnesota
Statutes Annotated, which established a statewide environmental review procedure and
created the Environmental Quality Board (EQB) was signed into law in 1973 (Appendix H).
Patterned after NEPA, the law centered around the environmental impact statement process.
The EQB, which is composed of the heads of seven state agencies, four citizen
representatives, and a representative from the Governor's staff, was given the authority to
decide, on a case-by-case basis, which projects were major actions with the potential for
significant environmental effects. 16 The board was also given the authority to review and
determine the adequacy of completed EISs.
Shortly following the enactment of the law, major problems with the process became
apparent. 17 With all decision-making centralized in the EQB, the board was inundated with
reports, assessments, and requests to review specific projects. Members of the EQB found
the workload to be unmanageable. 18 In an effort to relieve the board of this burden, the EQB
adopted rules to transfer some of the decision-making authority to the state and local agency
level. The 1976 rule amendments provided that the local, county, or state agency having the
most approval authority over a particular project would decide if an EIS was warranted. The
agency's decision, however, was subject to review and reversal by the EQB.19
The 1976 rule amendments specified that actions falling into anyone of 31 categories
. must undergo some form of environmental impact review. 20 If a project fell into one or more
categories, a preliminary review document called an environmental assessment worksheet
(EAW) would need to be prepared (Appendix I). An EAW is a twelve-page checklist that
requires a project description, and a listing of its anticipated effects.21 On the last page of the
worksheet, the responsible agency indicates whether an EIS should be developed for the
project. The EAW is then circulated for public comment for a period of thirty days. During
this period, the responsible agency's decision could be challenged by another agency, a
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member agency of the EQB, or through a petition containing the signatures of 500 or more
people. Such a challenge required the EQ8 to review the project and make its own decision
on the need 'for an EIS,22
While it appeared that some problems had been resolved, new problems emerged and
develop,ed into major :stumbling blocks.23 With the 1976 rule amendments, critics of the
process became 'l'ltOr9 vocal and more numerous, attacking the system from all sides.
EnvironrnentaJ groups ,criticized the EQB for its unwillingness to order EISs on most of the
projects brought to their attention through petitions. 24 According to the Executive Director of
the EQB, virtually every E'AW being drafted was being challenged either on the basis of
inadequacy or on the ;grounds that an EIS should be ordered. 25 Of all the challenges brought
forth through petitions Tn the EQB, only four EISs were ordered. 26
Business interests complained of excessive delays caused by the EQB in its review of
EAW challenges. In the past, the EQB had taken a minimum of four months for a decision to
be reached. In one case, over two years elapsed from the time the challenge was received
until a decision was reached..27 In other cases, excessive costs and delays caused certain
projects to die. In addition, :Iocal governments expressed resentment that their decisions
could be appealed to the EQB.28 The EQB was often overburdened with examining issues
that were clearly appeals of local land use decisions that did not involve any environmental
issues of statewide concern. 29
In the mid-1970s, the membership of the EQB felt that the board should be relieved of
its EIS review responsibilities in order to devote more time to directing the environmental
policy in the State. 30 In 1979, the EQB proposed comprehensive legislation that WOUld,
among other things, place the decision regarding the necessity of an EIS in the hands of the
lead agency. The EIS decision-making process would be decentralized by authorizing lead
agencies to make the final administrative decisions on the need for and the adequacy of an
EIS. The EQB would retain its authority to make rules governing the process and could
intervene in EIS review at certain specified times. However, administrative decisions could no
longer be appealed to the EQB. Such appeals would be filed directly with the courts. 31
Another interesting modification to MEPA that was adopted as a result of the recent
amendments was a change in the process for citizen input during the preliminary stages of
the environmental assessment process. Essentially, the system was converted from one
which encouraged confrontation to one which fostered cooperation. Under the operating
system, the responsible agency prepared an EAW and made a decision on the need for an
EIS. Any citizen or agency could comment on the decision within 30 days, but the only
means of provoking an official response from an agency on an EAW was to formally challenge
the decision in court. 32 The new amendment to the law required the lead agency to consider
all comments received on an EAW prior to making its determination on the need of an EIS.
According to the Massachusetts Office of Environmental Affairs (the state office that
administers the law that served as the model for the new Minnesota law), these decisions are
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rare[y appeal~ed' to, the, c.ourts,;-many cro:mpromises· occur and many
without resQ1rting to: judi'e:ial,icrraJleflge}H:;

~roblems:.,

are resolved'

The State; EmlfronmentaliQualitYr lReview ~€t of New 'lork
TITe, State; Environmental Q:ualitw RiavieVl1J Acctr (EQRA), section' a,+o.tail', et s:eq.. " New
York, En vi rOJi1'lrne:mta I Conse:rv.atioI:l1 li.aVl1/, esttafIlist.red the en",ironrTl'entali impaetc analysis
Iieqtllireme:nts fuTt' the State? c.ff MeW! 't70rr~.. \l1I~ EQRA, the New. Y!0J1~: 1lleP,larttr:Tirent of
EllVtirol7lme:mtaJ: o,nservatiQIt is; l1e;G:JpireeJi to aa:opJ mias, keep reG:ords, anciJ ~:e£a1!I~ adiminister
ttre; law!..3'4}
EQR'A requires lead agenCies at all levels of government ir:t. 1}.I'9"\\'ILi Y'ork--city, town,
'.tmage. county. and siate,--whic,h, either funds an action, directly undertakes an action, or
issues an approval for an action, to make a determination of signifiG;.alnce. Under EQRA, the
determination of sigllliificance, and thus, the decision to require) a/iT) EtS is the exclusive
authority of the lead agency. There is no administrative agency or board in New York that
has the power to reverse or question this decision. Any person or agency aggrieved: by a lead
agency's decision must take the matter to court. 35

The Environmental Impact of Governmental Actions Act of
Soutb Dakota
The Environmental Impact and Governmental Actions Act of 1974 (EIGA) of South
Dakota. chapter 34A-9, South Dakota Codified Laws. provides that all agencies may prepare,
or have prepared by contract, an environmental impact statement on any major action they
propose or approve which may have a significant effect on the environment. In order to avoid
duplication. however, the law waives the state EIS requirement if a federal EIS is being
prepared for the action. 36
The South Dakota Department of Natural Resources is required to administer the law
and must keep track of all federal and state actions (if any) requiring EISs. Unlike most state
laws, the preliminary document required under the EIGA is referred to as a draft
environmental impact statement (DEIS) not an "environmental assessment." A DEIS is a
preliminary statement without the length and detail of a final EIS. DEISs are required to be
, circulated and are open to public comments. 37
In South Dakota, the decision to require or not require an EIS for any particular action
is placed with the lead agency. However. this decision is subject to reversal by two state
boards composed of lay persons who are appointed by the governor. Contingent upon the
type of activity being proposed, the matter being considered is directed to either the Board of
Water Management or the Board of Minerals and Environment. The required forum for the
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boards' decision-making duties on EIS matters is.a public hearing. If a board decides that an
action requires an EIS, the board will designate the agency responsible for the coordination of
the EIS.38
While the law authorizing South Dakota's boards to overrule agency decisions in EIS
matters has been in place since 1974, the boards have never been confronted with the
opportunity to exercise their powers. In fact, according to the Department of Water and
Natural Resources, there has never been a state EIS written in South Dakota over the entire
history of the law. 39 According to the Department, there is not a great deal of development in
South Dakota that requires environmental impact analysis on the state level. Most of the
major developments in South Dakota requiring environmental review are federally-funded
actions such as large-scale irrigation projects or housing developments backed by federal
Under these
mortgage agencies such as the Farmer's Home Admin1 istration. 4o
circumstances, the law exempts these actions from the state EIS requirement. The boards
have no power of oversight over NEPA affairs.

The Montana Environmental Policy Act
Montana's environmental impact statement requirements are enumerated under the
Montana Environmental Policy Act, (MEPA) chapter 69-6501, et seq., Montana Revised
Codes. MEPA established the Environmental Quality Council (EQC), which serves as the
legislative arm over the EIS process and drafts rules governing the system. 41 In Montana,
EIS rules gre drafted but not gdopted by the EQC--draft rules are submitted to each agency
for review and individual adoption. 42
In Montana, the task of determining the level of environmental review necessary for
any given action is placed with the lead agency. The EQC has no authority to reverse an
agency's determination. Under MEPA, citizens aggrieved by an agency's decision must
appeal that decision to the appropriate district court. 43
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Chapter 5

DISCUSSION OF ALTERNATIVES
The list of new alterr:1ati\tes that: can trulw be called inno.vative ar realistic; follawing five
wears at failed attempts to.) pass legis~lati.on t.a, autharize the Envi,r:onmental Cauncil (CauDell) to.
issue declaratary r.ulings an negative d~claratioli1s is, quite understaindably',. very lir.nited. No.
amaunt af rewardirn:g and rewarking; I'egislatiom to. autharize titre Councit to' reve-lise; agency
decisians will eliminate tine fact that many agencies find this power to. be u!rmNlamranted and
intrusive upan their functional respansibilities., The tate af any; me.asuT'e' t€l' grant the C.ouncil
tJ1is autllOrity, mare than I'i'kely, will liJarallel' tmat af! its predecessars. lindeOO" t.he lack af
realistic solutians offere.d by arganii&Clti:ams aM fndiv1d:uals intervfewed dlLldng the' e:o:ur:s.e' af
this stu(ijy to. mitigate the: passib:Wity ot aJiToth:erl' veta is; Cl\ l'e.'flect.i.on of this undastanding'.
lia ascertarn the J!llievalenc.e oJ the; use af,' suc;1hi ~er by c:omparable: lEIS
admin,iStrative boards or. agencIes iin atltrer 1u:r.isdicti.orlS'" tlITe federal! C,uulitcil: on Env'i:ro.nmental
Quality and seveliali stare EIS p,rograrmT5 were coo:tta£tledLWtn;erm describ:e.d! to las agency'
p:erso.ml'el! in. at.lneli states:. the situaimm! i:n Hiawaiiii was greeted! wi:th both surprise and
ulJnder.stand'ing. Surprise, w1!t1h; reganid! tal t.he el!lorntct!Js fD:O'ilIters af ololersight exercised by the
Courrrci'l irm the p;asv." and IUirnrle:r,staooiilitgj witlhi re,g:arrd to. the admi:nistratfon"s resFstance to
e'mdorse tfrle u.se of lthi·s power.

WItliUe the prospect of passfng ~egislati:an to authorize the Council to issue declaratory
rrulings seems blieak,. several alternatives may exist to resalve the problem from a different
P,lerspe.ctiiwe. The. purpose of this chapter is to review same af the alternatives available to.
miHgate the problems assaciated with the appeal of agency determinatians an EIS matters.
The alitematives include: (1) legislative averride af the Gavernar's veta; (2) establishment af a
baard to mediate EIS disputes between aggrieved parties and the lead agency; and (3) the
establishment af a public input process during the enviranmental assessment stage af the
pracess to. reduce disputes at the natice af determinatian stage.

Alternative I: Legislative Override of the Gavernor's Veto
If the Legislature is firmly cammitted to. autharizing the Cauncil to. issue declaratary
rulings, it is likely that the anly means available to. pass legislatian granting this autharity is to.
. averride the veta that inevitably awaits its next effart. After five years af reintraductian, there
is little that can be suggested to. imprave the passibilities af passage af such a measure.
Hause and Senate bills in the past were nat vetaed an the basis af paar drafting ar technical,
non-substantive errors. It was the basic intent and purpase af each bill--ta autharize the
Cauncil to. rule an agency decisians with regard to. the need to. prepare an EIS--that caused
their veta. The basic intent af the bills has been faund to. be incansistent with the law
established under sect ian 91-8, Hawaii Revised Statutes. Withaut amendments to. Hawaii's
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Administrative Procedure Act to allow agencies to make determinations on questions which
may arise on other agencies' functional responsibilities (which is not recommended), the
intent and purpose of these bills will remain inconsistent with the law.
With the passage of such legislation, however, the Legislature should be prepared to
adequately staff the Council to support it in its analysis of petitions for rulings to ensure
accurate decision-making. Without sufficient staff support, the Council, which meets only on
a periodic basis, may find it difficult to develop responsible decisions on these issues.

Alternative II: Develop a Mediation Panel to Mediate Disputes
Between Aggrieved Parties and Agencies
One suggestion that offers a novel approach to dealing with the problem of appeals of
agency decisions is the development of a mediation panel to resolve disputes that arise over
agency decision regarding EIS requirements. The panel, composed of an undetermined
number of experts trained in the art of mediation, would intervene in disputes over the need to
draft an EIS. The decision would be binding among the parties involved in the dispute.
While this alternative is refreshing in that it focuses on an approach not concerning
declaratory ruling powers for the Council, this method may also suffer from unwanted
problems if several details are not worked out. Some problems, may include:
(1)

The effect the mediation process may have on lengthening the timetable of the
current EIS process;

(2)

The fact that the panel's decision, like the Council's, would be just another
intermediate ruling subject to reversal by the courts;

(3)

The fact that the dispute in question is to require or not to require an EIS--there
is no middle ground to such an issue--whatever decision the panel arbitrates,
an aggrieved party will emerge from the process;

(4)

The fear that this mechanism will promote frivolous challenges to agency
decisions;

(5)

The fear that mediators may not possess the technical skills and background of
agency personnel trained to evaluate the impacts of their actions on the
environment; and

(6)

The fact that this mechanism expands the bureaucracy involved in the
environmental review process and the belief that the administration's
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opposition to the issue will not be eliminated by simply placing the authority to
overrule with a mediation panel rather than with the Council.

Alternative III: Establish a Public Notification/Comment Procedure to
Facilitate Citizen Involvement During the Environmental Assessment
Stage of the EIS Process.
Because the focus of the debate over the past five years has centered on the
Council's authority to issue declaratory orders, inadequate emphasis has been placed on
solving the true cause of the problem--the inability of citizens groups to participate in the
decision-making process of state and county agencies.
One of the principal objectives of Hawaii's EIS law is to facilitate public involvement in
the environmental impact review process. Logically, the most effective means of promoting
awareness and involvement in this process is through timely public notification of the actions
under consideration. An important benefit of promoting public participation in the decisionmaking process is the effect such involvement invariably has on reducing the public'S
resentment over decisions made behind closed doors.
While the law requires notification and allows comment at various other stages of the
EIS process, the only legal mechanism made available to the public to voice its opinion on an
agency's determination is to contest that determination in court within the period allotted
under the law. In addition, public notice of an agency's assessment or consideration of any
given agency or applicant-generated proposal is not required until the assessment has been
concluded. Often, the first notice made to the public that an assessment was even underway
is through the publication of a negative declaration in the DEQC Bulletin. The natural
tendency of any concerned individual would be to immediately contest the decision in
question--regardless of the nature or magnitude of the person's disagreement with the
agency's analysis. In this regard; the only mechanism presently available to any individual or
organization interested in contributing to an agency's decision during the assessment
process, promotes, rather than reduces confrontation .
. In light of the lessons learned in Minnesota (see chapter 4), an excellent alternative to
promoting aggressive administrative confrontations in the EIS process is to allow interested
parties to comment on an agency's proposed action at the stage most vital to the formulation
of the agency's decision--the environmental assessment stage. Early notification arid
. expanded awareness of actions in the process of agency assessment may:
(1)

Decrease the frequency of frivolouS challenges filed against agency decisions,
including challenges to "buy time" to study agency decisions;
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(2)

Decreas,e the delays and costs associated with appeals to the Council and to
tllecourt;

(3)

Serve to neutralize the position of the Council in the EIS process in that the
power to influence the outcome of an agency's determination is contingent
upon an aggrieved party's initiative to submit comments, rather than the
Council's decision to follow through with the party's petition to act.

The negative aspects of a notification/comment requirement during the environmental
assessment stage may include:
(1)

Increases in the workload for agency personnel contingent on the volume of
comments received from the public;

(2)

Delays in agency decision-making due to the volume of new data that may
need to be considered; and

(3)

Increases in costs to agencies and applicants due to delays and workload
increases.

This concept may also be applied at any other point in the EIS process where public
input is found to be poorly facilitated.
While there were as many as eight bills submitted to the Legislature to allow the
Council to issue declaratory rulings on negative declarations, the Bureau found no measure
seeking to establish a public notification requirement in the law.
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CONCLUSION
Summary
Hawaii's e;(1llvironmental impact statement process was established to create a system
to elevat'e the pubHc:'s awareness off the i,mpacts of governmental' and oth:er reillulated actions
on the environnneml.' The Legisla1ture assi'gned' trlITe. 8wironmental Qual'ity,: Cornr:rmrission" and
subsequently, the; Environmental Counciili ((CouncU~!" to assume t/he lead rm.le in at<dlrninistering
the State's envirmrnmental impact statelTlB-nt law.. Irfawaiij's; law!" like: thms:e; Qf se'ilBf1al other
states, was' patterned after the Nat:ian~P Environmantal PolicW Act of 1:9Sg. (NEPA). <ame
important- principle of NEPA that haSi had! ar.l impmfant iin;fflitu.ance on the p;lh·iilasoph.icaJ, bases of
most statte laws is; that Hire' burden (J't, the' Ilaw's eniforc:emnemt is; placed up;<i:l1m tha arert c:iitti:mnry!.
Hawaii's; Environmemtali QuwncUi ih'as Ilong; S0:ug;l1t: t!l;r.e authal1i~w tCD; enforoo cc:e;litain;
e:lememts of the: lew:. Fo:lJawiim;g: several' faHed aittenni!PJt:s; to; !;>'ai.SS legiislialtioo, to au1titrailze titre
Cour.rciili to; ruliffi 0ni CI@;e.:mE,W iSSllJied "'li1e9ati~ decEalfatioos'''" the ad'vA~ off tlhie state AttorneY'
<GeneliaJ was s.co;licit:e:d t(!» a:;larri!flW the Ccu.mci;li"s stan~iir.l@.. BalSiedI om: iitrs ffiirrndliing tnat a statut:(uj"~'
rmranQlare <d.id mm.1t ~st cmndl ttlite ruliiirrng af tlhie Hawaiiii Swpreme Cooirrtt iilill a recent re&ated case,
R' Qi;fi;G:a of
Attbrnew General! returned an aJ.diwiisory t(Q) thie Co1uJlilIciili to restrict its use of ~ts
~r, iisstJe Il1iJII!ii~ UO ma.t1ters ililivoMng their «morn! statttUJtes and mtes. While the Attorney
Generaii"s ~iS<at!W was 1faJJr from a complete prooulbUtiolil on: the !Use of declaratory orders. the
CfPJiinJol'1l ~ted at tmiglnil'y contentious situation between the Offtce of the Attorney GeneraV and
titre C'oI!J!ooiL Fmstrattion on behalf of the adwxates of the Council's authority has resulted in
Questiams as to tIhe effectiveness of an environmental board that lacks such authority.

tre

Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 178 ~equests the legislative Reference Bureau to
study the isslUes causing uncertainty over the Environmental Council's authority to issue
declaratory mliEngs. The Concurrent Resolution requests the Bureau to submit a report on
possible alternatives to miti,gate this uncertainty, including specific amendments to the law.
The Bureau's findings and recommendations are presented in this chapter.

Findings
Based on the information gathered in this study, the Bureau finds little evidence to
support the notion that Council's lack of authority to overrule agency determinations
constitutes a "serious administrative deficiency"1 in the environmental review process. The
Bureau also finds that it is somewhat inappropriate to characterize the status of the Council's
authority to exercise such powers as "uncertain".2 In light of the Attorney General's recent
advisory opinion, the Hawaii Supreme Court's ruling in Fasi v. HPERB, the long history of
vetoes of legislative measures specifically establishing the Council's powers in this area over
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the years, and the fact that despite all of this effort, the law continues to remain silent on the
matter, it can be argued with certainty that a state law and policy on the use of this power by
the Council does not exist. The state Attorney General is the highest legal counsel of the
State. Questions as to the authority of the Council to rule on EIS matters have already been
answered in several advisories issued by the office.
Some proponents of the Council's power contend that because the Legislature granted
the Council decision-making powers in situations wherein an applicant is aggrieved by an
agency's rejection of the applicant's final EIS, the Legislature probably intended to allow the
Council to exert similar powers over agencies during the environmental assessment stage.
This argument is not particularly convincing, and in fact, more appropriately supports the
point of view that the Legislature more than likely never intended--under the original Act--to
extend this power and responsibility to the Council. While all other powers and duties of the
Council are explicit, the authorization to overrule agency decisions on matters regarding the
necessity of an EIS does not exist.
Although the advisory to the Council from the state Attorney General advises the
Council against engaging in its former practice of overruling agency actions, the notion that
the advisory has, in effect, rendered the Council "powerless" is an overstatement. The
Council's power to issue declaratory rulings on questions that are relevant to actions the
Council may undertake in the exercise of its powers has not been removed. Under its broad
mandate to determine and maintain the quality of the State's environment, the Council
possesses broad powers to educate and inform the public of governmental actions affecting
the environment. In addition, the Council continues to retain standing under the law to be
adjudged an aggrieved party in bringing any judicial action against a determination that an
EIS is or is not required for any given action. 3
Comparatively speaking, the power of oversight exercised by the Council over state
and county agency determinations until its receipt of the state Attorney General's advisory
was quite extraordinary. Aside from the program in South Dakota, which, practically
speaking, has little relevance in terms of applicability to Hawaiiis program, no other state
agency contacted during this study possessed the power to question or overrule lead agency
determinations at any point in the EIS process. In fact, an example highly supportive of the
notion that such power may be somewhat inappropriate was found in Minnesota.
While it is insufficient to simply argue--on the basis of the Minnesota example--that the
powers and duties that led to the problems experienced by Minnesota would lead to similar
difficulties in Hawaii, several lessons can be learned through the Minnesota case.
Throughout the history of Hawaii's law, the Council functioned someWhat identically (albeit
without comparable authority under the laW) to the Minnesota Environmental Quality Boar-ad
(EQB). Clearly, however, the management problems that seemed to plague the Minnesota
program did not seem to affect HawaWs operation. Quite understandably, therefore, the
perspective held by Hawaii's Council on this issue differs substantially from the perspective
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held by Minnesota's EOB. In fact, the views of the agencies are literally reversed--the
statutory element of its powers and duties found to be most problematic by the Minnesota
EOB, is the very element of the law Hawaii's Council has fought so persistently to take on
officially.
As stated earlier, the problems encountered by Minnesota's program with regard to
declaratory orders do not assure failure for programs elsewhere. However, the approach
taken in Minnesota to resolve the EOB's problems seems to be the most rational answer to
the Council's current dilemma. Essentially, by recognizing the true cause of the problem--the
inability of citizens to comment on agency actions during the environmental assessment
process--the Minnesota EOB rendered moot the issue of administrative enforcement during
the EIS process. Because of this action, the true objective of the aU parties involved--to have
a voice in the process--was achieved. Problems relating to high legal fees, wasted time, and
an unsympathetic judiciary may also be mitigated to some degree. Likewise, agencies may
also find that their determinations may be received with less astonishment when the public is
aware of their activities from the outset.
Although there is sufficient evidence to support the claim that negative declarations
are often issued inappropriately by state and county agencies, this problem is not a function
of the Council's lack of power to overturn them. More than likely, it is a problem of the
agencies' inability to interpret the law and rules of the environmental impact statement
process. The problem of defining "significance" is a hurdle faced by many EIS programs in
the United States. While the clarification of "significance" under Hawaii's law is beyond the
scope of this study,4 it is important that the Legislature recognize the basic cause of the
problem being addressed.

Recommendation

I
I /

In light of the Administration's opposition to legislation authorizing the Environmental
Council to exercise broad powers of oversight over agency decisions made during the
environmental assessment process, the Bureau recommends that the Legislature consider
other alternatives. While no alternative carries a guarantee to satisfy all parties, it is
recommended that the Legislature seek to mitigate rather than exacerbate the problem of
inter,;agency conflicts in the EIS process. It is apparent that the true objective of most
concerned individuals is to have the opportunity to contribute to the decision-making process
of state and county agenCies, not to threaten the progress of their projects through appeals to
the Council. The legal mechanism to contest the findings of lead agencies has existed since
the enaCtment of the law, duplication of this function at the administrative level regardless of
whether it is placed within the Councilor a mediation panel will serve to polarize the agencies
and entrench them in their positions at the outset of the process. In this regard, the Bureau
recommends that the Legislature consider amendments to the EIS law to facilitate public
notification and comment during the environmental assessment process.
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STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT

No.lb;l

Honolulu, Hawaii

APR 1

,l

----~~~----------

,

1989

Honorable Richard s. H. Wong
President of the Senate
Fifteenth State Legislature
Regular Session of 1989
State of Hawaii
Sir:
RE:

S.C.R. No. 178

Your Committee on Agriculture, to which was referred S.C·.R.
No. 178 entitled:
"SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION REQUESTING A STUDY ON THE
ISSUANCE OF DECLARATORY RULINGS BY THE ENVIRONMENTAL
COUNCIL," .
begs leave to report as follows:
The purpose of this concurrent resolution is to have the
Office of State Planning study the issues causing uncertainty
over the authority of the Environmental Council to issue
declaratory rulings and to report its findings and
recommendations to the 1990 legislature. The study should also
propose ways to mitigate this dilemma and include proposed
amendments to the law.
The Environmental Commission was recently advised by a
deputy attorney general that it could no longer issue declaratory
rulings. This conflicts with the Commission's past practice of
issuing such rulings and poses a serious administrative
deficiency in the present environmental process.
Your Committee received supporting testimony from the Office
of State Planning, the Environmental Center of the University of
Hawaii at Manoa and the American Lung Association.
In accordance with the Office
recommendation, your Committee has
resolution to have the Legislative
study. Therefore, the Legislative

SSCR SCRl78 SOl SMA

of State Planning's
amended this concurrent
Reference Bureau conduct the
Reference Bureau has been

RFSl721
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rl>~=1

substituted for the Office of State Planning in the first "BE IT
RESOLVED" clause and the second and third "BE IT FURTHER
RESOLVED" clauses.
Your Committee on Agriculture concurs with the intent and
purpose of S.C.R. No. 178, as amended herein, and recommends its
adoption in the form attached hereto as S.C.R. No. 178, S.D. 1.
Respectfully submitted,

~R-.$u~
DONNA R. IKEDA, Chairman

LEHUA FZRNANDES SALLING,

Member

RFS1721
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MATS.UURA,

(~~:J

ember
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S.C.R. NO.

THE SENATE
FIFTEENTH LEGISLATURE, 1989
STATE OF HAWAII

178
S.D. 1

SENATE CONCURRENT
RESOLUTION
REQUESTING A STUDY ON THE ISSUANCE OF DECLARATORY RULINGS BY THE
ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL.
WHEREAS, through the enactment of the environme:ntal impa.ct
statement law, the Legislature established an environmental
review process to integrate the review of environmental concerns
with the planning processes of the State and counties and to
alert decision makers of potential significant environmental
effects that might result from the implementation of certain.
actions; and
WHEREAS, this review process is desirable because
environmental consciousness is enhanced, cooperation and
coordination are encouraged, public participation during the
review process benefits all parties involve~ and society as a
whole, and potential adverse impacts may be reduced; and
WHEREAS, the Environmental Council was created as part of a
system to stimulate, expand, and coordinate efforts to deterIlil!i.IiIle
and maintain the optimum quality of Hawaiifs environment;: and
WHEREAS, the Environmental Council is empowered to make E
amend, and repeal the rules administering the environmental
impact statement law; and
WHEREAS, section 11-201-21, Hawaii Administrative Rules, was
adopted by the Environmental Council and authorizes the Council
to issue declaratory orders on the applicability of any statutory
provision or any rule or order of the Council and to make
determinations under the environmental impact statement law; and
WHEREAS, section 11-201-25, Hawaii Administrative Rules,
authorizes the Council to issue a declaratory order, on its own
motion or upon request but without notice or hearing, to
terminate a controversy or to remove uncertainty; and
WHEREAS, the Legislature passed S.B. No. 2860, S.D. 1,
H.D. 1, C.D. 1, during the 1988 Regular Session, which authorized
the Council to issue, on petition of an interested person or
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S.C.R. NO.

178
S.D. 1

agency or on its own motion, a declaratory ruling or advisory
opinion on the applicability of any statutory provision of the
environmental impact statement law or of any rule or order
adopted by the Council on matters pursuant to the law; and
WHEREAS, the Governor vetoed S.B. No. 2860 on June 14, 1988;
and
WHEREAS, the Environmental Council has received five
petitions for declaratory rulings since December 1987, and has
not ruled on any of them; now, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED by the Senate of the Fifteenth Legislature of
the State of Hawaii, Regular Session of 1989, the House of
Representatives concurring, that the Legislative Reference Bureau
is requested to study the issues causing uncertainty over the
Environmental Council's authority to issue declaratory rulings
and to propose ways to mitigate that uncertainty, including
specific amendments to the law; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the study be conducted in
consultation with the Environmental Council, Department of the
Attorney General, Environmental Center, Office of Environmental
Quality Control, the Mayor of each county, and interested public
and private organizations; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Legislative Reference Bureau
is requested to submit a report of its findings, recommendations,
and if necessary, proposed legislation to the Legislature not
later than twenty days prior to the convening of the Regular
Session of 1990; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that certified copies of this
Concurrent Resolution be transmitted to the Director of the
Legislative Reference Bureau, the Attorney General, the Director
of the Environmental Council, the Director of the Office of
Environmental Quality Control, and the Mayor of each county.
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Appendix B

PROPOSE PROJECT

NO

YES
r------1FILE EIS PREPARATION NOTICE ...-_____-.J

3O-DAY CONSULTATION PERIOD FROM
PUBLICATION OF THE NOTICE IN THE
OEOC BULLETIN

45-DAY REVIEW PERIOD FROM
PUBLICATION OF THE DRAFT IN THE
OEQC BULLETIN

""--------1 PROCEED WITH PROJECT
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Appendix C

Chapter 343, HRS, Environmental Documents Processed
(By Calendar Year)

ll8..i

Negative Declarations 216

~

llli.

l.2...S1.*

232

256

135

Preparation Notices

15

19

38

15

Draft
Environmental
Impact Statements

34

19

29

13

Final
Environmental
Impact Statemen~s

22

17

24

18

Acceptance/

21(13)

16(7)

23(6)

19(7)

4(02)

0(0)

Non-Acceptance

2(0)*

*Pub1ished between January I, 1987 and July 31, 1987
( ) Governor's Acceptance/Non-acceptance

41

0(0)*

Appendix D

CHAPTER 343 MATTERS BROUGHT TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL, 1984-1988

Matter

Question
Brought by

Accepting
Agency

Letter to previous Environmental Quality Commission
objecting to the acceptability of the environmental assessment; notice
of exiptence anq intent to
protect ancestral burial
sites agjacent to or within
the path of the proposed
flood control drainage
channel.

Affected
landowner

HI DPW

Acknowledged receipt of
notice and explained role
of Counci 1 .

Negative declaration

UHEC

DLU

Rendered opinion that
negative declaration was
inappropriate; according to
significance criteria,
project will have a significant impact because
the si~e and nutrient
loading of the discharge
woyld affect coastal
waters.

cornmHrity

K!H.Ja;
Planning
Dept.

Rendered opinion that
notice of determination
d~d not fully comply
with the rules and that
the determination was

Reason Before Council

Action by Council

1984

Keopu Heights Subdivision
Improvements

~
f\)

Kahuku Shrimp Farms

~hallenge.

GP Amend.; Ag. to Ind.

Negative decl§retiPA
challenge.

F@~ipents

Question
Matter

Reason Before Council

Brought By

Accepting
Agency

Action by Council
questionable because
the agency did identify
a significant potential
impact.

Lahaina Shopping Center

Council staff questioned

Environmental

sequence of evaluation

Counci 1 staff

Maui

PC

Rendered opinion that the
negative declaration was
based on an assessment

in making negative

which did not fully comply

declaration determination.

with the EIS rules in that
recommended technical
studies should have been
conducted prior to
rendering the determination.
Aliomanu Vista Hui
~
(,.)

For information.

GP Amendment

Private

Kauai

individual

Planning

No action.

Dept.
Abandoned Vehicles

For information.

Collection Center

Kawai Nui

DPW

No action.

Heritage
Foundation

Makena Road

Kokee Logging

DLNR, Maui

Dec. Ruling No. 84-03:

Petition for Declaratory

County

Ruling regarding whether

Council

Agencies advised that no

an action is being imple-

member

further administrative

mented prior to the

actions should be taken

preparation of an EA and

until an EA has been

the filing of a notice of

completed and a deter-

determination.

mination made and filed.

Whether EA should have

Conservation

been done.

Council

DLNR

Letter to DLNR stating
position that activity
does not appear to
be exempt from EA.

Question
Matter

Reason Before Council

Brought By

Puu Lani Ranch

Whether EA should have

Conservation

been done.

Council

(1984-1985)

Accepting
Agency
DLNR; DOH

Action by Council
Letter to DLNR regarding
compliance with Chapter
343, HRS.

Haleakala Dish

Whether EA should have

Sierra Club

DLNR

been done.

Since EA/Negative Declaration had been completed,
DLNR sent a

letter

encouraging follow-up on
mitigation measures.
Kakaako; HCDA

Petition for Declaratory

Private

OEQCI

Dec.

Ruling regarding whether

citizen

Gov.

HCDA shall prepare and

a supplemental

EIS

Ruling No. 84-01:

submit a supplemental

should be done.

statement for the Makai
Area Plan.

Rulemaking

t

Petition for Declaratory

Private

No ruling issued; more

Ruling regarding whether

citizen

appropriate to address

rulemaking constituted

through EIS rules revi-

an "action" therefore

sion.

subject to assessment.
Maui Water System

Farms of Kapua

Petition for Declaratory

Community

Dec. Ruling No. 84-02:

Ruling regardin9 whether

association

County of Maui advised to

an action was being imple-

halt all

mented prior to the

implementing the action

acceptance of the EIS.

until

Request for Recommendation
re:

EIS acceptability.

LUC

LUC

further activity

the EIS is accepted.

Refused to issue formal
recommendation,

but for-

warded results of staff
review of conformance
with procedural and content requirements,
emphasizing that review
did not address substantive or technical
accuracy.

Question
Ma t

t.er

Lanikai Hale

Reason Before Council

Brought By

Accepting
Agency

Action by Council

Request for Recommendation

DLNR

DLNR

Refused to issue formal

re:

recommendation, but for-

EIS acceptability.

warded resutls of staff
review of conformance with
procdural and content
requirements, emphasizing
that review did not
address substantive or
technical accuracy.
Makaha We I Is

Whether project imple-

UHEC

BWS

No action, but staff

mented prior to EIS

directed to look into

acceptance.

matter.

1985

BWS Master Plan for
Windward Oahu

Whether EIS too voluminous

Kawai Nui

to review.

Heritage

~
(J'j

BWS

No action.

HI DPW

Reiterated and clarified

Foundation
Keopu Heights Subdivision

Negative declaration chal-

Subdivision

lenge.

landowner

purpose Of EA and agency's
responsibilities under
Chapter 34.3.

Hyatt Regency Waikoloa

Negative declaration

UHEC

HI PC

challenge.

Expressed concern that
negative declaration
determination appears
deficient because it did
not take into account the
entire project and therefore did not fully
address the cumulative
effect of the project.

Hyatt Regency Waikoloa

Negative declaration chal-

DLNR request

lenge.

for comments

DLNR

Requested a formal

opinion

from AG regarding whether
agency limited by permit

Matter

Reason Before Council

Question
Brought By

Accepting
Agency

Action by Council
jurisdiction in assessing
proposed action.

South Kohala Resort
(1985-1986)

Negative declaration challenge.

Private
citizen

HI PC

Informed agency that
entire project should
have been assessed, not
only portion that triggered Chapter 343
review.
Requested AG
assistance in supporting
Council participation
in plaintiff's appeal.

Yacht Harbour Plaza

Whether Supplemental EIS
required.

Private
cit; zen &
Neighborhood
Board

DLU

Informed agency that rules
did not provide for
addendums to incorporate
additional information or
the introduction of new
materials. Council
did not find adequate
basis f-or questioning
determination.

HCDA

ClarificatiQn of.
Dec. Ru 1 i ng.

Mahinahina Airport

Olomana-Maunawili Sewer

.,::..
(j)

I=tCDA

Informed agency that EA
r@~Y;red for projects that
fEll I within appl icable
categories.

Concern with impgQt qn
6AViF!'lnmerlt.

Private
I=itizen

NQ

Concern with alignment
of- lilllwgr 1 i ne

Kawai Nui

No €lGtion.

Herite!3e

1~a4

jUfi~diction.

fAblA§1itign
Hydroelectric Project:
Wailuaiki Stream, Maui

Wn@ther project being
implement@~ ~f;§F t§
EIS accep1:an"e.

§ierra Club

Informed agency that
projeGt should not be
implemented prior to

Matter

Reason Before Council

Question
Brought By

Accepting
Agency

Action by Council
completion of EIS
process.

1986

.j::o.
.....,

,

~

,

Queen's Beach

Petition for Declaratory
Ruling regarding applicability of Chapter 343
to City and County of
Honolulu general plan
and development plan
amendments.

Life of the
Land

DGP

Dec. Ru ling No. 86-01:
EIS process must be
completed prior to Chief
Planning Officer making
a recommendation on
general plan and
devel~pment plan amendment applications, which
wou 1d resu 1 tin
designation other than
agriculture, or preservation .

General Obligation Bonds

Whether EA required.

OEQC

HI Planning
Dept.

Deputy AG advised that
project fUnded with
general obligation
bonds must be environmentally assessed.

Mokuleia Development
Corp.

Whether EA required.

Private
individuals

DGP

Reiterated that an EA is
required for a general
plan amendment.

Na Pali Coast Tour
Boats

Whether EA required.

Private
citizen

No action, other agencies
handling problem.

Waiehu Beach Revetment

Concern with impact on
environment.

Conservation
Council

No action.

Matter
Makena Road

Question
Brought By

Accepting

Petition for Declaratory

Hui Alanui

Maui PC

Ruling challenging

o

Reason Before Council

Agency

Action by Council
Dec. Ruling No. 86-02:
Directed the County to

Makena

withdraw its nega-

negative declaration.

tive declaration and to
prepare an EIS because
agency EA recognized the
cultural value of the
road.
Water Lease (License)

Petition for Declaratory

Life of the

Ruling challenging

Land

DLNR

Dec.

Ruling No. 86-03:

Information provided by
agencies should be

negative declaration.

considered in EA and
determination.
Yacht Harbour Plaza

Whether second EA required.

Private

DLU

citizen

+0-

CD

Kahawainui stream

Whether City and County can
accept Federal

OEQC

DLU

EIS to

Whether Supplemental

Ruled that agency cannot
accept Federal

satisfy Chapter 343.
South Kohala Marina

Ruled that a second EA not
required for the project.

EIS to

satisfy Chapter 343.
EIS

could be prepared when

HI Planning

HI Plan-

Dept.

ning Dept.

details are klown.

Confirmed OEQC advice that
supplemental

EIS could be

prepared when specific
details known.

1987

Resort Development
at Mokuleia, Oahu

Review the procedures

Private

required by DGP in draft-

citizen

DGP

No action.

ing the EIS.
Draft EI S

Ruling on the propriety of

UHEC

Dec. Ruling No. 87-1:

including incomplete

Incomplete reports in

reports in DEISs.

DEISs compromise the
intent and purpose of
Chapter 343.

Reason Before Council

Question
Brought By

Accepting
Agency

Chinatown Gateway Project

Ruling on negative
declaration.

American Lung
Assn.

Dept. of
Housing
ahd Com~
munity
Development,
C&C of
Honolulu

AG advised the Council
that it had no jurisdiction to rule.

Adoption of Instream
Flow Standards

Applicability of Chapter
343.

Life of the
Land

DLNR

AG advised the Council
that i t had no jurisdiction to rul e'.

Hawaiian Riviera Resort

Rule on the adequacy of
the EIS.

Private
citizen

Nei 1 Blaisdell Parking
Structure

Appeal of negative declaration.

American Lung
Assn.

Matter

Action by

Co~ncil

1988

~

CO

Source:

Office of Environmental

Cont~ol

Records.

AG advised the Council
that it had no jurisdict i on to rule.
C&C of
Hcinolulu

AG advised the Council
that i t had rio jurisdiction to r'ul.e.

Appendix E

Fasi declares war on lung association
By Andy Yamaguchi
All_lion

~

lJur-

Mayor Frank Fasi this week
called two American Lung Association of Hawaii officials
"repugnant zealots" and vowed
to torpedo the group's fundraising efforts.
In a letter Thursday to association President Austin Dias.
Fasi accused the group of
"blackmailing" developers and
city government by insisting
on expensive environmental
studies.
Association officials Monday
Criticized city and state agencies for not requiring environmental impact statements for
several downtown construction
projects, saying more stringent
air-quality studies were needed.
The association has two ongoing lawsuits against the city.
"The Lung Association's misguided strategies are producing

Source:

Mayor Frank Fasi
Lots of olfactory adjectives

only negative results," Fasi
wrote, "making no real or significant change in the environment, but costing millions of
dollars and slowing badly need-

ed housing construction."
Fasi also said Jim Morrow.
the association's environmental
health director, has a conflict
of interest. because he also does
private consulting work, preparing impact statements for
developers.
Fasi caIIed Morrow and Helene Takemoto, the association's environmental health
chairwoman, "repugnant zealots." Morrow and Takemoto did
the Criticizing of the: city Monday.
~I will make it a point to
work against your fund"raising
efforts, and tell my friends and
associates to do the same;" the
mayor wrote.
Fasi used the terms, "foul
odor," "stink," 4strange aroma"
and, "fetid and irresponsible" in
his strongly worded letter.
Dias said, "It's unfortunate
that he chooses to respond that
way. It kind of clouds the is-
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sue.· He said if their fUIld-raising is hurt, it is the publtc that
will suffer.
Takemoto said the group is
"not anti-development" but is
nonetheless an environmental
watchdog. "If we weren:t dOing
this job, who would?" she: said
in a written, statement.
Takemoto said Morrow is' often hired as: a private consultant. "At those times, he does
not act in the' capacity of a
lung association employee, nor
does he' compromise his belief
that Hawaii' should maintain
the: highest standards of air
quality," she said. She also said
his consultancy; is beside.' the
point of whether the city
should conduct stricter airquality studies;
Morrow said' he. would let Ta'
kemoto's statement speak for
him as well.

NOTICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS OF THE
PAN PACIFIC PLAZA
On August 8, 1988, a Negative Declaration was published in
the State's OEOC Bulletin for the proposed Pan Pacific Plaza
project (then known as the FSA Galleria/Union Mall project) in
downtown Honolulu. By that notice, the City & County of
Honolulu Department of Public Works declared that the proposed project would have no significant Impact on the local
environment.
The State Office of Environmental Quality Control wrote to
the City and stated that it believed there were numerous impacts including air quality, air movement, and historic sites.
The OEQC Director concluded by stating that the scope of the
project was large enough to warrant an environmental impact
statement. The American Lung Association of Hawaii also
notified the City of its conclusion that the City's determination
was erroneous and that an environmental impact statement
was required. It pOinted out that a highrise office building with
an 800-stall parking garage would invariably attract more traffic into the already congested downtown area and that air
quality would deteriorate further. The Lung Association also
notified the City that field measurements at Tamarind Park
showed that existing air quality in the project area was already
worse than the "worst case" future pollutant levels predicted in
the environmental assessment utilized by the City in making its
determination~ The Association's analysis indicated that "worst
case" carbon monoxide levels would exceed State air quality
standards and possibly exceed Federal health standards.
Despite the clear Indications of Impacts which, under state
Jaw, would trigger the requirement for an environmental impact
statement, the City still refused to reverse Its determination.
Due to the City's failure to resolve the issue, the Association
and the project developer have discussed the Impacts associated with the project and agreed upon a number of mitigation
measures which the developer will implement. These are being
presented in another public notice published by the developer.

AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION OF HAWAII
245 North Kukui Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96817

Source:

Honolulu Advertiser, October 25, 1989.
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Appendix F

Suit demands
an EIS on Maui
airport expansion
By Edwin Tanji
.\dle1'tiser .\laui County Bureau

WAILUKU - Two Maui CitIzens groups and the Sierra
Club Y('sterdav filed a lawsuit
~(>ekirig to forcc th€' state airports diviFion to prepare an environmental impact statement
on its planF for expanding Kahului Airport.
The suit notes that the airports division has receiwci permits for a number of individual
projects in the overall expansion plan - including construction of a runwav safel v area
and construction -of sections of
a n(>w terminal building.
In each case. the state filed a
noticc of no significant environm(>ntaleffect from the individual projects.
Attornev Isaac Hall. who
filcd the -suit in 2nd Circuit
Court on behalf of the Sierra
Club Legal Defense Fund. said
there is a native Hav..-aiian
burial site in an area where an
airport parking apron is
planned.
:\ati\'c Hawaiians should
ha\'c an opportunity to comment on and demand a rt'sponse from th(' airports division on (he impact of th('
project on the cultural sitei'.
said attornc\' Arnold Lum of
the Legal De-fense Fund.
State airports officials were
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not available to comment on
the S1.Jit \·estercli.n .
The suit foHows an actlol~
filed in Februarv bv residentii
of the Spreckelsville area demanding that the airports divi,
sion limit night flights and take
other steps to reduce the noise'
impact from aircraft operations.
The \1C!U1 AIr Traffic AssociatlOl1. WhlCh includes man."
Spr('ckel:<villc residents. IS a
complainant in both suii~.
St(>phen Pm. a member of
the a,':'o('latiotl. said there ha~
been no response from the'
statc on providlllg noi!-'(' ahat£'ment from KahulUI Airport op('rat ion:.:.
"\Ve are concerned about the
uncontrolled growth of the airpon. \\-e would like to see the
state follow the laws like anyone else." he said.
While an environmental impact statement would not stop
the' expan~io". Pitt said it
would mean the state would
ha \'e to addrei's i:';sues of noi:,c
and the potential for increased
air traffjc. The stat£' al:--;o would
need ~o respond to objections
raised b:, rei'idents. he said.
Th(' staH' House al:;o hdi'
urged that an impact statem('nt
be prepared before further airporI expansion occurs. A House
resolution asking for an impact
statement was approved in
April.

STAND. COM. REP. NO.

/31'1

Honolulu, Hawaii

~P~IL

I;'

, 1989

RE: H.C.R. No. 137

Honorable Daniel J. Kihano
Speaker, House of Representatives
Fifteenth State Legislature
Regular Session of 1989
State of Hawaii
Sir:
Your Committees on Planning, Energy, and Environmental
Protection and Transportation, to which was referred H.C.R. No.
137 entitled:
"HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION REQUESTING AN ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE EXPANSION OF THE KAHULUI AIRPORT,"
beg leave to report as

fo~lows:

The purpose of this concurrent resolution is to direct the
Department of Transportation (DOT) to prepare an Environmental
-Impact Statement (EIS) for the expansion of the Kahului Airport
pursuaht to Chapter 343, Hawaii Revised Statutes.
In enacting Chapter 343 the legislature found that an
environmental review process will integrate the review of
environmental concerns with existing planning processes of the
State and counties and alert decision-makers to significant
environmental effects which result from the implementation of
certain actions.
YOur Committees are hesitant to use legislative directive
with regards to the preparation of EIS's. However,
responsibility for enforcement of EIS rules have been
controversial ever since the 1983 revisions of Chapters 341 and
343. Legislative actions since 1983 have repeatedly expressed
the intent to clarify these ambiguities by making it clear that
the Environmental Council has the ability to issue Declaratory
rulings with regard to the application of certain rules relative
to Chapter 343. This issue also brings to light the need for an

HSCR PEP HCa137
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administrative appeal procedure- of an agency's determination.
While your Committees are concerned with the precedent of
legislative initiation of specific EIS preparation, the
particular issue now in question is too serious to suggest a
delay for legislative clarification of the Council's authority.
Your Committees finds that the DOT has issued well over
fifteen negative declaration since 1978 concerning va.rious
development and expansion projects at the Kahului. Airport.
Section 200-12, State Environmental Impact Statement Rules,
explicitly directs agencies to consider every phase of a proposed
action, the expected consequences, both primary and secondary,
and the cumulative as well as short and long-term, effects of the
acti9n. Various aspects of expanding Kahului Airport,
indi vidually and collectively, may have a significant e;ffect o:n
the environment; consequently the preparation of an EIS Is
required by law.
Your Committees on Planning, Energy, and Environmental
Protection and Transportation concur with the intent and purpo.se
of H.C.R. No. 137 and recommend its adoption.
Respectfully submittedl;
COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION

COMMITTEE ON P'LANNING"
ENERGY, AND ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION

OSHIRO, Chairman

~6k
OALYN~R,

Member

tJ.~

R~LINGER,

ACHOLA, Member
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Member

H.C.R. NO. \37

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
FIFTEENTH LEGISLATURE, 1989
STATE OF HAWAII

HOUSE CONCURRENT
RESOLUTION
REQUESTING AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE EXPANSION OF
THE KAHULUI AIRPORT.

WHEREAS, in enacting Chapter 343, Hawaii Revised Statutes,
the Legislature found that the quality of humanity's environment
is critical to humanity's well-being, that humanity's activities
have broad and profound effects upon the interrelationships of
all components of the environment, and that an environmental
review process will integrate the review of environmental
concerns with existing planning processes of the State and
counties and alert decision-makers to significant environmental
effects, which result from the implementation of certain actions;
and
WHEREAS, Section 343-5, Hawaii Revised Statutes, defines the
circumstances under which environmental assessments will be
required for agency and applicant actions in order to determine
potential environmental impact; and
WHEREAS, Section 200-12, State Environmental Impact
Statement Rules, directs agencies to consider every phase of a
proposed action, the expected consequences, both primary and
secondary, and the cumulative as well as short and long-term
effects of the action; and
WHEREAS, the Department of Transportation is responsible for
airport development within the State and has prepared master
plans and environmental impact statements for most state
airports; and
WHEREAS, there have been at least fifteen negative
declarations issued since 1978 concerning various development and
expansion projects at the Kahului Airport and no environmental
impact statement has yet been released by the Department of
Transportation; and
WHEREAS, there have been expressions of citizen concern on
Maui about the ongoing expansion of the Kahului Airport without
the prior preparation and public review of an environmental
impact statement; now, therefore,

HCR HMS 7702
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BE IT RESOLVED by the House of Representatives of the
Fifteenth Legislature of the State of Hawaii, Regular Session of
1989, the Senate concurring, that the Department of
Transportation is directed to prepare a comprehensive
environmental impact statement pursuant to Chapter 343, Hawaii
Revised Statutes, for the short and long-term development of the
Kahului Airport; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the draft environmental impact
statement shall be prepared and made available for public review
not later than January 1, 1990; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that certified copies of this
Concurrent Resolution be transmitted to the Director of
Transportation, the Director of the University of Hawaii
Environmental Center, the Director of the Office of Environmental
Quality Control, the Chairperson of the State Environmental
Council, the Mayor of Maui, and the Chairman of the Maui County
Council.

OFFE~~
MAR 1 7 1989

HCR HMS 7702
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§11-201-21

Appendix G

SUBCHAPTER 7
DECLARATORY RULINGS
511-201-21
Petitions for declaratory fulings.
(a) On petition of an interested person or agency,
the counci 1 may issue a declaratory order as to the
applicabi li ty of any statutory provision or any rule
or
order
of
the council
and may also make
determinations under chapter 343, Hawaii Revised
Statutes.
The petition shall conform to
the
requirements of section 11-201-9 and shall contain:
(1)
The name, address, and telephone number of
each petitioner;
(2) The signature of each petitioner;
(3) A designation of the specific prOV1Sl0n,
rule, or order in question, together with a
statement of the controversy or uncertainty
involved;
(4)
A statement of the petitioner's interest in
the subject matter, including the reasons
for submission of the petition;
(5) A statement of the petitioner's position or
contention; and
(6) A memorandum of authorities, containing a
full
discussion
of
reasons
and
legal
authori ties, in support of the position or
contention.
(b) The
council
shall
inform
the
public
regarding petitions for declaratory rulings in the
office's periodic bulletin. Within thirty days after
the submission of a petition for declaratory ruling,
the council shall either deny the petition in
writing, stating the reasons for the denial, or issue
a declaratory order on the matters contained in the
petition, or set the matter for hearing, as provided
in section 11-201-23, provided that if the matter is
set for hearing, the council shall render its
findings and decision wi thin fifteen days after the
close of the hearing.
Any determination by the
council regarding the retition for declaratory ruling
shall
be published in the office's
periodic
bulletin ..
(c) The council, without notice or heating, may
dismiss a petition for declaratory ruling that fails
in material respect to comply with the requirements
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511-201-23

O'f this section.
HRS 5§91-2, 91-8,
343-6)

[Eff. DEC 0 6 1985
343-6) (Imp:
HRS

]
(Auth:
5§91-2, 91-8,

511-201-22
Refusal
to
issue
I
declaratO'ry
order.
The cO'unci1, fO'r goO'd cause, may refuse to'
issue a declaratO'ry O'rder with specific reasons for
the determinatiO'n.
Without limiting the gene'rality
O'f the fO'regO'ing, the cO'uncil may sO' refus,e where:
(1) The
questiO'n
is
speculative or pUEely
hYPO'thetical and dO'es nO't invO'lve ezistin.q
facts, or facts that ca,n be expected to'
exist in the near future;
(2) The petitiO'ner's interest is not of the type,
that WO'uld give the petitiO'ner standing to
maintain an actiO'n if judicial relief is
sought;
(3)

(4)

The issuance O'f the declaratory O'rerer may
affect the interests O'f the council in a
1itigatiO'n that is pending O'r may' reaisonably
be expected to' arise; and
The matter is nO't within ttv£c i,rtiidictiO'n of
the
cO'uncil.
[Eff.
"
J
(Auth: HRS 5591-2, 91-8,. 343-6) (Imp: HRS
5591-2, 91-8, 343-6)

511-201-23 Request fO'r hearing. Although in the
usual cO'urse of dispositiO'n of a petition for a
declaratO'ry ruling nO' formal hearing shall be granted
to' the peti tiO'ner or to a party in interest, tbe
cO'uncil may order the prO'ceeding set down for
hearing.
Any peti tiO'ner O'r party in interest who
desires a hearing on a petitiO'n fO'r a declaratory
ruling shall set forth in detail in the request the
reasO'ns. tO'gether with sUPPO'rting affidavits or O'ther
wri tten evidence and briefs O'r memoranda of legal
authO'rities, why the matters alleged in the petitiO'n
will nO't permit the fair and expeditiO'us disPO'sitiO'n
of the petitiO'n. TO' the extent that the request fO'r
a hearing is dependent uPO'n factual assertiO'n, the
request
shall
be
accompanied
by
affidavi ts
establishing these facts.
In the event a hearing is
ordered by the cO'uncil. chapter 91. Hawaii Revised
Statutes,
shall
gO'vern
the
prO'ceedings.
[Eff. DEC 061985
]
(Auth:
HRS §§91-2, 91-8,
343-6) (Imp: HRS §§9l-2, 91-8, 343-6)
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511-201-24
Applicability of order.
An order
disposing of a petition shall apply only to the
factual situation described in the petition or set
forth in the order.
[Eff. DEC 0 6 1985
]
(Auth:
HRS 5§91-2, 91-8, 343-6) (Imp:
HRS §§91-2, 91-8,
343-6)
511-201-25
Declaratory ruling on council's own
motion.
Notwithstanding this chapter, the council,
on its own motion or upon request but without notice
or hearing, may issue
a declaratory order to
terminate a controversy or to remove uncertainty.
[Eff.DECOE:1985
] (Auth:
HRS 5§91-2, 91-8,
343-6)
(Imp: HRS §§91-2, 91-8, 343-6)
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Appendix H

MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT
(Minnesota Statutes Annotated, Volume 9: Environmental Protection, Chapter
116D - State Environmental Policy; Enacted by Laws of 1973, Chapter 412; Amended
by Laws of 1975, Chs. 204, 271; Laws of 1976, Ch. 344; Laws of 1980, Chs. 447, 614;
Laws of 1982, Ch. 424; Laws of 1983, Ch. 216)
Administering Agency:

1160.01. Purpose. The purposes of
Laws 1973. Chapter 412 are: (a) to declare
a state policy that will encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between man
and his environment: (b) to promote efforts that will prevent or eliminate damage
to the environment and biosphere and
stimulate the health and welfare of man;
and (c) to enrich the understanding of the
ecological systems and natural resources
important to the state and to the nation.
1160.02. Declaration of state environmental policy.
Subdivision I. The legislature, recognizing the profound impact of man's activity
on the interrelations of all components of
the natural environment, particularly the
profound influences of population growth.
high density urbanization, industrial expansion, resources exploitation. and new
and expanding technical advances and
recognizing further the critical importance
of restoring and maintaining environmental quality to the overall welfare and
development of man, declares that it is the
continuing policy of the state government.
in cooperation with federal and local
governments. and other concerned public
and private organizations. to use all practical means and measures. including financial and technical assistance. in a manner
calculated to foster and promote the
general welfare. to create and maintain
conditions under which man and nature
can exist in productive harmony. and fulfill
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the social, economic. and other requirements of present and future
generations of the state's people.

(f) Develop and implement land use and
environmental policies. plans. and standards for the state as a whole and for major regions thereof through a coordinated
Subd. 2. In order to carry out the policy program of planning and land use control;
(g) Define. designate. and protect enset forth in Laws 1973. Chapter 412. it is
the continuing responsibility of the state vironmentally sensitive areas;
(h) Establish and maintain statewide engovernment to use all practicable means.
consistent with other essential con- vironmental information systems sufficient
siderations of state policy. to improve and to gauge environmental conditions;
coordinate state plans. functions:
(i) Practice thrift in the use of energy
programs and resources to the end that the and maximize the use of energy efficient
state may:
systems for the utilization of energy. and
(a) Fulfill the responsibilities of each minimize the environmental impact from
generation as trustee of the environment energy production and use;
for succeeding generations;
(j) Preserve important existing natural
(b) Assure for all people of the state habitats of rare and endangered species of
safe, healthful. productive, and aesthetic- plants. wildlife. and fish. and provide for
ally and culturally pleasing surroundings: the wislO use of our remaining areas of
(c) Discourage ecologically unsound natural habitation. including necessary
aspects of population. economic and protective measures where appropriate:
technological growth, and develop and ;..1(k) Reduce wasteful practices which
plement a policy such that growth occurs generate solid wastes:
only in an environmentally acceptable
(I) Minimize wasteful and unnecessary
manner;
depletion of nonrenewable resources:
(d) Preserve important historic. cultural,
(m) Conserve natural resources and
and natural aspects of our national minimize environmental impact b) enheritage, and maintain. wher ever couraging extension of product lifetime. by
practicable. an environment that supports reducing the number of unnecessary and
diversity and variety of individual choice; wasteful materials practices. and by recycl(e) Encourage, through education. a ing materials to conserve both materials
better understanding of natural resources and energy;
management principles that will develop
(n) Improve management of renewable
attitudes and styles of living that minimize resources in a manner compatible with enenvironmental degradation;
vironmental protection:
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(0) Provide for reclamation of mined
lands and assure that any mining is accomplished in a manner compatible with
environmental protection:
(p) Reduce the deleterious impact on air
and water quality from all sources. including the deleteriou.s environmental impact due to operation of vehicles with internal combustion engines in urbanized
areas;
(q) Minimize noise, particularly in
urban areas;
(r) Prohibit, where appropriate, flood
plain development in urban and rural
areas: and
(s) Encourage advanced waste treatment
in abating water pollution.

116D.03. Action by state agencies. Subdivision I. The legislature authorizes and
directs that, to the fullest extent practicable the policies, regulations and public
laws of the state shall be interpreted and
administered in accordance with the policies set forth in sections 1160.01 to

1160.06.

STATE AIR LAWS
(e) Recognize the worldwide and long
range character of environmental
problems and. where consistent with the
policy of the state. lend appropriate support to initiatives. resolutions. and
programs designed to maximize interstate.
national and international cooperation in
anticipating a.nd preventing a decline in the
quality of mankind's world environment:
(f) Make available to the federal government. counties. municipalities. institutions
and individuals. information useful in
restoring. maintaining. and enhancing the
quality of the environment. and in meeting
the policies of the state as. set forth in Laws
1973. Chapter 412:
(g) Initiate the gathering and utilization
of ecological information in the planning
and development of resource oriented projects: and
(h) Undertake. contract for or fund such
research as is needed in order to determine
and clarify effects by known or suspected
pollutants which ma) be detrimental to
human health or to the environment. as
well as to evaluate the feasibility. safety
and environmental effects of various
methods of dealing with pollutants.

Subd. 2. All departments and agencies
of the state government shall:
(a) On a continuous basis. seek to
strengthen relationships between state.
116D.04. En,ironmental impact
regional. local and federal-state en- statements.
vironmental planning. development and
Subd. la. For the purposes of sections
management programs:
1160.01 to 1160·.07. the following terms
(b) Utilize a systematic. inter- have the meanings given to them in this
disciplinary approach that will insure the subdivision.
(a) "Natural resources" has the meanintegrated use of the natural and social
sciences and the environmental arts in ing given it in section 1168.02. subdivision
planning and in decision making which 4.
may have an impact on man's environ(b) "Pollution. impairment or destrucment: as an aid in accomplishing this pur- tion" has the meaning given it in section
pose there shalt be· established adVisory 1168.02. subdivision 5.
(c) "Environmental assessment
councils or other forums for consultation
with persons in appropriate fields of worksheet" means a brief document which
specialization so as to ensure that the latest is designed to set out the basic facts
and most authoritative findings will be necessary to determine whether an enconsidered in administrative and vironmental impact statement is required
regulatory decision making as quickly and for a proposed action.
(d) "Governmental action" means acas amply as possible:
(c) Identify and develop methods and tivities. including projects wholly or parprocedures that will ensure that en- tially conducted. permitted. assisted.
vironmental amenities and values. whether financed. regulated or approved by units of
quantified or not. will be given at least government including the federal governequal consideration in decision making ment.
(e) "Governmental unit" means any
along with economic and technical constate agency and any general or special
sideration:
'(d) Study. develop. and describe ap- purpose unit of government in the state inpropriate alternatives to recommend cluding. but not limited to. watershed discourses of action in any proposal which in- tricts organized under chapter 112. counvolves unresolved conflicts concerning ties. towns. cities. port authorities and
alternative uses of available resources:
housing authorities. but not including
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courts, school districts and regional
development commissions other than the
metropolitan council.
Subd. 2. (Repealed)
Subd. 2a. Where there is potential for
significant environmental effects res.ulting
from any major governmental action. the
action shall be preceded by a detailed environmental impact statement prepared by
the responsible governmental unit. The environmental impact statement shall be an
analytical rather than an encyclopedic
document which describes the proposed
action in detail. analyzes its significant environmental impacts. discusses appropriate alternatives to the proposed action and their impacts. and explores
methods by which adverse environmental
impacts of an action could be mitigated.
The environmental impact statement shall
also analyze those economic. employment
and sociological effects that cannot be
avoided should the action be implemented.
To ensure its use in the decision making
process. the environmental impact statement shall be prepared as early as practical
in the formulation of an action.
(a) The board shall by rule establish
categories of actions for which en.vironmental impact statements and for
wh ich environmental assessment
worksheets shall be prepared as well as
categories of actions for which no environmental review is required under this
section.
(b) The responsible governmental. unit
shall promptly publish notice of the completion of an environmental assessment
worksheet in a mannerto be determined bv
the board and shall provide copies of th~
environmental assessment worksheet to
the board and its member agencies.
Comments on the need for an environmental impact statement may be submitted to
the responsible governmental unit during a
30 day period following publication of the
notice that an environmental assessment
worksheet has been completed. The
responsible governmental unit's decision
on the need for an environmental impact
statement shall be based on the environmental assessment worksheet and the
comments received during the comment
period. and shall be made within 15 days
after the close of the comment period. The
hoard's chairman may extend the 15 da)
period by not more than 15 additional days
upon the request of the responsible
governmental unit.
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(c) An environmental assessment
worksheet shall also be prepared for a
proposed action whenever material
evidence accompanying a petition by not
less than 25 individuals. submitted before
the proposed project has received final approval by the appropriate governmental
units, demonstrates that. because of the
nature or location of a proposed action.
there may be potential for significant environmental effects. Petitions requesting
the preparation of an environmental
assessment worksheet shalf be submitted
to the board. The chairman of the ·board
shalf determine the appropriate responsible governmental unit and forward
the petition to it. A decision on the need
for an environmental assessment worksheet shall be made by the responsible
governmental unit within 15 days after
the petition is received by the responsible
governmental unit. The board's chairman
may extend the 15 day period by not more
than 15 additional days upon request of
the responsible governmental unit.
(d) The board may, prior to final approval of a proposed project. require
preparation of an environmental assessment worksheet by a responsible
governmental unit selected by the board
for any action where environmental review
under this section has not been specificalfy
provided for by rule or otherwise initiated.
(e) An early and open process shalf be
utilized to limit the scope of the environmental impact statement to a discussion of those impacts, which, because of
the nature or location of the project, have
the potential for significant environmental
effects. The same process shalf be utilized
to determine the form, content and level of
detail of the statement as welf as the alternatives which are appropriate for consideration in the statement. In addition.
the permits which wilf be required for the
proposed action shalf be identified during
the scoping process. Further, the process
shall identify those permits for which information wilf be deve/oped concurrently
with the environmental impact statement.
The board shalf provides in its rules for the
expeditous completion of the scoping
process. The determinations reached in the
process shalf be incorporated into the
order requiring the preparation of an environmental impact statement.
(f) Whenever practical, information
needed by a governmental unit for making
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final decisions on permits or other actions
required for a proposed project shalf be
developed in conjunction with the preparation of an environmental impact statement.
(g) An environmental impact statement
shall.be prepared and its adequacy determined within 280 days after notice of its
preparation unless the time is extended by
consent of the parties or by the governor
for good cause. The responsible
governmental unit shalf determine the
adequacy of an environmental impact
statement. unless within 60 days after
notice is publisbed that an environmen!a:[
impact statement will be prepared. the:
board chooses to determine the adequacy
of anenvironmerrtal impact statement. If
an environmentaf impact slatement is;
found to be inadequate. tfte responsible
governmental unit shal./: have 00 days to
prepare an adequate environmel1'taF impact
statement.
Subd. 3. [Repealed)
Subd. 3a. Within 90 days after final approval of an environmental i;m:wact statement, final decisions shall be made by vliJe
appropriate governmental units on those:
permits which were identified alSo required·
and for which information was developed
concurrently with the preparatron of the
environmental impact statement. Provi~
ed. however. that the 90 day peritJd may be·
extended where a longer period is requirerl i
by federal law or state statute or is con:sen ted to by the permit' applicant. The permit decision shalf include the reasons for
the decision. including: any conditions under which the permit is issued:. togethiCF
with a final order granting or denyintt t!IiIe
permit.
Subd. 4. [Repealed)
Subd. 4a. The board shaH by rufe
identify alternative forms of environmental review which will address the same
issues and utilize similar procedures as an
environmental impact statement in a more
timely or more efficient manner to be
utilized in lieu of an environmental impact
statement.
Subd. 5. [Repealed}
Subd. Sa. The board shalf. by January I.
19H I. promulgate rules in conformity with
this chapter and the provisions of chapter
IS, establishing:

(a) The governmental unit which shall be
responsible for environmental review of a
proposed action:
(b) The form and content of environmental assessment worksheets;
(c) A scoping process in conformance
with subdivision 2a, clause (e):
(d) A procedure for identifying during
the scoping process the permits necess'al'}
for a proposed action and a process f€lr
coordinating review of appropriate permits
with the preparation of the eIIlviirronmeAtalli
impact statemmt;
fe) A standaro format £ilrr en~1;r.on~
mental impact stlal£elil1ren:ts.~
Standards f,0r Cilererm,tnting the: a,l:vernatrlllfi:S, to be disCllSsed' in an· em;v.iren.r.nental
im;padf §(tatement;
tg)i NJternative forms of envirelTmental
review wlliich (lire acceptable pUIlS·nant to
subdi"wiitlmn 4a:
(h), A model ordinance which may be
adopte-c;l! a,n,d implemented by local
governmental' units i·n lieu of t;he eny,ironment'a.J: impact statement pr.<reeSs required! by I'I\,s section-, providing: for an
alternative; fo,rm of environment!al' review
where an a·crion does, not req,uir.e; iii state
agency pe.nmit and is: consist'eJJtt with an
applicable:eomprehensiMe plan. The;model
ordinance shall proviifr for adequate" consideration ef appro.pr.iat~t alternatives. and
shaff ensure that decisions are: made in ac.cordance with the· policies, ~ ,1(;13 plJ,r.pos~Gf
Laws 198.0; ChapteJt 447,;,
(i) Procedures to; redllel:: pap,e:r.w@r:k. and
delay thml!l.g/i' intergove.nnmental! ~
vio:n· and. the; elimination 0f unn~
duplka,ti:on: elf env.iir.o.rr.menliar re';1iew~:
eij) ProcedW;es fi0,r ~1ing v/ie: Slde-criu Qf cmsuditan:ts, bi}
gove1tl!!nu:mal
UJililt respolilsiillJ1~ for tlr.e \Plleparati'CiI/)1 elf an
e.r:J:v.iironmenvadl i·mpact stla!tement:; and!
(Ill: An~ additionaU rules wfi>iidin are
reasonably necessary 1(0 carry atilt the reqUiere-meREs of this seelic>n.
Subd. 6.. No state action si'gnificantly
affecting tbe quality of the e.nvironment
shaff be allowed, nor shaff any- permit for
natural resources management and
development be granted, where such action
or permit has callsed or is likely to cause
poffution, impairment. or destruction of
the air. water, land or other natural!
resources located within the state. so long:
as there is a feasible and, prudent alteJl'native consistent with the reasonable requirements of the public health. safety,and

m
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welfare and the state's paramount concern
Subd. 10. Decisions on the need for an
for the protection of its air, water, land and environ omental assessment worksheet, the
other natural resources from pollution. im- need for an environmental impact statepairment, or destruction. Economic con- ment and the adequacy of an environsiderations alone shall not justify such con- mental impact statement may be reviewed
by a declaratory judgment action in the
duct.
Subd. 6a. Prior to the preparation of a district court of the county wherein the
final environmental impact statement, the proposed action. or any part thereof.
governmental unit responsible for the would be undertaken. Judicial review
statement shall consult with and request under this section shall be initiated within
the comments of every governmental office 30 days after the governmental unit makes
which has jurisdiction by law or special ex- the decision, and a bond may be required
pertise with respect to any environmental under section 562.02 unless at the time of
effect involved. Copies of the drafts of such hearing on the application for the bond
statements and the comments and views of the plaintiff has shown that the claim has
the appropriate offices shall be made sufficient possibility of success on the
available to the public. The final detailed merits to sustain the burden required
environmental impact statement and the for the issuance of a temporary restraining
comments received thereon shall precede order. Nothing in this section shall be
final decisions on the proposed action and construed to alter the requirements for a
shall accompany the proposal through an temporary restraining order or a preliminary injunction pursuant to the Minneadministrative review process.
sota Rules of Civil Procedure for District
Subd. 7. Regardless of whether a detailCourts. The board may initiate judicial reed written environmental impact statement
view of decisions referred to herein and
is required by the board to accompany an
may intervene as of right in any proceeding
application for a permit for natural
brought under this subdivision.
resources management and development.
Subd. II. If the board or governor a recommendation, project, or program
mental unit which is required to act within
for action, officials responsible for
a time period specified in this section fails
issuance of aforementioned permits or for
other activities described herein shall give to so act, any person may seek an order of
due consideration to the provisions of the district court requiring the board or
Laws 1973, Chapter 412. as set forth in governmental unit to immediately take the
section I 16D.03, in the execution of "their action mandated by subdivisions 2a and
3a.
duties.
Subd. 12. No attempt need be made to
Subd.8. In order to facilitate ccordina- tabulate, analyze or otherwise evaluate
tion of environmental decision making and the potential impact of elections made purthe timely review of agency decisions, the suant to section I 16C.63, subdivision 4.
board shall establish by regulation a in environmental impact statements done
procedure for early notice to the board and for large electric power facilities. It is
the public of natural resource management sufficient for purposes of this chapter that
and development permit applications and such statements note the existence of
other impending state actions having section 116C.63, subdivision 4.
significant environmental effects.
116D.045 Entironmental impact
Subd. 9. Prior to the final decision upon statements; costs. Subdivision I. The board
any state project or action significantly shall, no later than January I, 1977, by
affecting the environment or for which an rule adopt procedures to assess the
environmental impact statement is re- proposer of a specific action. when the
quired, or within ten days thereafter, the proposer is a private person, for
board may delay implementation of the ac- reasonable costs of preparing and distion or project by notice to the agency or tributing an environmental impact statedepartment and to interested parties. ment on that action required pursuant to
Thereafter, within 45 days of such notice. section I 16D.04. Such costs shall be deterthe board may reverse or modify the mined by the responsible agency pursuant
de'cisions or proposal where it finds, upon to the rules promulgated by the board in
notice and hearing, that the action or pro- accordance with subdivision 5 and shall be
ject is inconsistent with the policy and assessed for projects for which an enstandards of sections 116D.01 to 116D.06. vironmental impact statement preparation
Any aggrieved party may seek judicial notice has been issued after February 15.
review pursuant to chapter 14.
1977.
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Subd. 2. In the event of a disagreement
between the proposer of the action and the
responsible agency over the cost of an environmental impact statement, the responsible agency shall consult with the board.
which may modify the cost or determine
that the cost assessed by the responsible
agency is reasonable.
Subd. 3. The proposer shall pay the
assessed cost to the board. All mone)
received pursuant to this subdivision shall
be deposited in the general fund.
Subd. 4. No agenl'y or governmental suhdivision shall commence with the preparation of an environmental impact statement
until at least one-half of the assessed cost
of the environmental impact statement is
paid pursuant to subdivision 3. Other la"s
notwithstanding. no state agency ma)
issue any permits for the construction or
operation of a project for which an environmental impact statement is prepared
until the assessed cost for the envirllnmental impact statement has been paid in full.
Subd. 5. For actions proposed by a
private person there shall be no assessment
for preparation and distribution of an environmental impact statement for an action which has a total value less than one
million dollars. For actions which are
greater than one million dollars but less
than ten million dollars, the assessment to
the proposer as determined by the agenc~
shall not exceed .3 percent of the total
value except that the total value shall not
include the first one million dollars of
value. For actions the value of which exceed ten million dollars but are less than 50
million dollars, an additional charge ma~
be made to the proposer by the agenc~
which will not exceed ,2 percent of each
one million dollars of value over ten
million dollars, For actions which are
greater than 50 million dollars in total
value. an additional charge ma~ he made
to the proposer by the agenc~ which" ill
not exceed .1 percent of each one million
dollars of value over 50 million dollars.
The proposer shall pay the assessed cost to
the board when a state agenc~ is
designated the responsible agency. All
money received by the board pursuant to
this subdivision shall be deposited in the
general fund. The proposer shall pa) the
assessed cost to the designated lead agenc~
when such agency is a local unit of government.
1161).05. Retiew of authority, report. All
agencies Of the state government shall
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review their present statutory authority,
administrative rules, and current policies
and procedures for the purpose of determining whether there are any deficiencies
or inconsistencies therein that prohibit full
compliance with the purposes and provisions of sections 116D.OI to 116D.06, and
shall propose to the governor not later
than July 1, 1974, such measures as may
be necessary to bring their authority and
policies into conformity with the intent,
purposes, and procedures set forth in Laws
1973, Chapter 412.
116D.06. Effect of existing obligations.
Subdivision I. Nothing in section 1160.03
to 116.05 shall in any way affect the
specilic statutory obligations of any state
agency to (a) comply with criteria or standards of environmental quality, (b) coordinate or consult with any federal or state
agency, or (c) act or refrain from acting
contingent upon the recommendations or
certilication of any other state agency or
federal agency.
Subd. 2. Policies are supplemental. The
policies and goals set forth in sections
1160.01 to 1160.06 are supplementary to
those set forth in existing authorizations of
state agencies.
116D.07. Governor. report required. The
governor shall transmit to the legislature
and make public by November 15 of each
year an environmental quality report
which shall set forth:
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(I) The status and condition of the major natural, manmade, or altered environmental classes of the state, including,
but not limited to, the air, the aquatic. and
the terrestrial environment, including. but
not limited to, the forest, diyland, wetland.
range, urban. suburban, and rural environment:

(7) Measures as may be necessary to
hring state government statutory authority.
administrative regulations and current
policies into conformity with the intent,
purposes, and procedures set forth in Laws
1973, Chapter 412:

(8) The status of statewide natural
resources plans; and

(2) Current and forseeable trends in the
quality, management and utilization of
such environments and the effects of those
trends on the social, economic and other
requirements of the state:
(3) The adequacy of available natural
resources for fulfilling human and
economic requirements of the state in the
light of expected population pressures:

(9) A statewide inventory of natural
resources projects, consisting of (a) a
description of all existing and proposed
public natural resources works or improvements to be undertaken in the coming biennium by state agencies or with
state funds. (b) a biennial tabulation of initial investment costs and operation and
maintenance costs for both existing and
(4) A review of the programs and acproposed projects, (c) an analysis of the
tivities, including regulatory activities. of
relationship of existing state projects to all
the federal government in the state. the
existing public natural resources works of
state and local government, and nonimprovement undertaken by local.
governmental entities or individuals. with
regional. state-federal, and federal agenparticular reference to their effect on the
cies with funds other than state funds. and
environment and on the conservation.
(d) an analysis of the relationship of
development and utiliLation of natural
proposed state projects to local. regional.
resources:
state-federal. and federal plans,
(5) 1\ program for remedying the
The purpose of this environmental qualideficiencies of existing programs and acIy report hy the governor is to provide
tivities. together with recommendations
Ihe information necessary for the legisfor legislation:
1;lllIre to assess the e1(isting and possible
(6) A review of identilied, potentially f'lIll1n: cconomic impact on state governfeasible programs and projects for solving menl of capital invest ments in and mainexisting and future natural resources lenancc costs of natural resources works
problems:
(If' imprm'emcnt.
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Appendix I

EAWProcess
RGU

FAW

~
<m:y bam indi!:IIe

varies

1II;Iicna.1bat may

QCCUr

avar a period c£ lima

anmves FAW fer

1 to 5 waking days

RGU sems FAW to disIributioo list

1 to 5 waking days

RGU issws ~ release

7 to 21 calendar days

••
Notice published in EQB Monita'
7 to 21 days after ra:eiJl Of EAW
· :"

:::

30 day comment period
(SIaItS at EQB Moniter
publication date)

30 calendar days

30 day comment period ends

•
•

3 wClking days to 30 days*

Ilk

RGU decides if project needs EIS
and IeSJXlIlds to comments

1 to 5 wClking days
II'

RGU dislributes notice of decision

.11.11

14

••

Notice published in EQB Monita'
7 to 21 days after receill of decision

I 7 to 21 calendar days
I
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*can vary depending on RGU

The EQB SIaff will be revising the FAW foon in 1989; In this revision we will be trying to make a clearer
separation of the "data pcxtions" from the "corx:lusioos" so that the division of resp:>nsibilities between the
JIqx>ser and RGU is clearer.

Deciding on the Need for an EIS
S1arDI'd IIld CrHerfa. As indicated at the beginning of this chapter, the pimary pUIJX>Se of the EAW process is
to provick the facts needed to deIennine if an EIS is neCessary for the poject.
"An FlS shaD be ordered for projeds that have the potential for signi&ant environmental etreds!'
(Part 4410.1700, subpt. L)

''In deciding whether a project has the potential forsignirICaDt environmental effects the RGU sIiaIl
compare the impacts dlat may reasonably be expected to occur from the project with the criteria in tJtic;
ruIe." (Subpt. 6.)
''Criteria. In deciding whether a project has the potential for significant environmental effects;, the
following factors shaD be coosidered:
A. Type, exle1'll, and reversibility of environme1'llal effects;
B. Cumulative potential effects of related or tl1Iticipated future projects;
C. The exle1'll 10 which environmental effects are subject 10 mitigation by ongoing public reguLatary
auJhorily; and
D. The extent 10 which environmental effects can be anJicipated and controlled as a result ifotlier
environmental studies undertoken by public agencies or the project proposer, or ofFlSs: previtlJusly
prepared. (Subpt. 7.)

It is not sufficient to rely m the ~ of adverse canments to justify a decision ott to ~ an EIS. The.
RGU has a legal ooligation to examioo the fuets and draw its own conclusions a1x>ut the sigmificanre of
porential environmental effects.

Recorti of DecisIon. To be legally defensible, the RGU's decision must be documented in a written recool
containing "SJX!Cific findings of filet" regarding the above four factors and the infoonation on the project's,
porential environmental effects as revealed in the FAW and any conunents received. There is no specific
format that must be used for this record; it may be a specially ~ docwnent oc a secum of the, minutes
or other record routinely maintained by the RGU. The impcxtant thing is that there be evideoce that the RGU
tocic a "hard lode" at each reac;onably ,likely environmental effect of the -project as ~Josed by the FAW and
commments, drew a reac;onab1e corx:lusim about the significance of each effect based on the facts ~lased
and the four aiteria listed above, and at the erxl made a reasonable cmclusionabout whether the ~ject had
the JX)tential for significant environmental effects.
One way to aganize the fiOOings of fact in the reoonl of decisim is a;:cording to the various ~ of
envircrunental effects listed in the E.. '. W foon. (100 EQB SIaff will attempt in the 1989 revision of the FAW
fonn to give a clearer identification 01' each type of effect addressed by each item, and to improve their order
in the FAW fonn.)
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Procedural Changes in the Decision Process Made in 1988
~

d the DecIsIcn. If the decision is made by a board or couocil, it is now necessary only to wait three
woddng days after the end of the conunent ~riod to make the decision instead of 10 working days. Since the
comment perXxl normally ends on a Wedresday, the decisioo may re male as early as the following Monday.

Fastpcrtlg a DecIsIon ~ t1e Evert ~!pCJ1a1t 1nfamaIIcxl1s~. A new provision has reen added (~ 2a)
whkh povides for up to a 3O-day delay in making the EIS decision in the event that the RGU concludes that
"...infcxmation necessary to a reaDIed decisioo about the JX>tential for, or significance of, me or more
enviroomental iffiIH:ts is lacking, rut coold re ~ly obtained•.•" Note that a delay may occur ooly if
infoonatioo crldcol to the ElS need decision is locking and not simply because Dne infonnation which could
have reen iocluded was not in the FAW. The new provision acknowledges that alternatively the RGU may
coocb.d! that the project has the potential for significant envirorunental effects - in the ~ of infamation
demonsttaIing the contrary - and peIfonn studies as part of the EIS to gather infamation about the uocertain

imJB.1S.
Resp(lIClr~

mcal 11 II!I lIS.

Provisions were added in 1988 requiring the RGU to make a specific written
respoo!e to ea;h sulNantive and timely comment received on the FAW as part of the record of decision, am
to send a cq>y (of at least the relevent IXl£tions) to the conunenter. (This has reen routine proctice for many
RGUs over the years anyway, rut now is a legal requirement.) In responding to comments, similar canments
may re ~ together and given a single, joint response.

Commenting on an EAW
Part 4410.1600 SIaIeS that canmentelS should ~ the a:c:ura::y am completeness of the material; potential
imIJICIS that wanant further investig.u;, ., hefore the project is commenced; and the need for an EIS.
h is the experieoce of the EQB staft' U;;.,t oommenters often mistakenly ploce their emphasis on the FAW
document I3Iher than on the FAW process. CcmmentelS are reminded that there are no "draft" am ''final''
versions of an FAW. Coosequently, it is not helpful to IX>int out errors or omissions in the text of an FAW
unless these conunents are a:companied by statements arout what should re dale arout the eIIOIS or
~ FurtIrmDe, the commenter must recognize that the courses of oction available to the RGU within
the FAW JI"OCesS are limited to the following:
• Decide 00 the need f<r an EIS within 30 days of the eOO of the comment period based on the FAW
am the comments received;
.
• Posqme a decisioo fur up to 30 days to gather additional infonnation which is crllkal to the EIS
decisioo; <X'

.

• In an extreme circwnslalK:e withdraw the FAW and start over - this can ooly be justified if the
project description in the FAW is ~ incomplete or inoccurate that reviewers are not given a fair
chance to review the true poject.
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It is the opinion of the EQB staff that there is a burden UJX>Il ea;h coounenting agency to malce a reaDlal>le
effort to ammge with the RGU or ~ to get any infonnation missing in the EAW which it feels is
imJXX1an1 to its review within the 30 day conunent ~riod. Any reviewer woo finds that infamation needed
for his or her review is locking should call the contact ~rson listed in the EAW as soon as possible to discuss
getting further infonnation.
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